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Abstract 
 

Purpose: Our main purpose is to carry out a research on the topic that combines innovation like 

micro-financial services with entrepreneurship and point out the significant impact that they could 

create to each other since these impact might be able to make others industries interested in getting rid 

of poverty through social business. However, we decided to focus only on innovation process of 
MFIs, female and rural borrowers including the impact caused by disadvantages of micro-financial 

services.  

 
Target group: Students, researchers in Micro-finance field, MFI‟s, NGO‟s and Governmental 

structures. 

 

Research question: How do innovative micro-financial services impact on the 

entrepreneurship?  

 

Sub-questions: 1) Does innovation process of micro-financial organizations create more positive 

impact on entrepreneurship than conventional banks? 2) Does the focus of innovative micro-financial 

services on female and rural borrowers create any impact on entrepreneurship? 3) Are there any 

disadvantages of micro-financial services that could create negative impact on entrepreneurship? 

 
Approach: Qualitative approach was selected for this graduation project. This qualitative approach 

includes both primary and secondary data. While the primary data has been collected through pre-
coded interviews, secondary data was adopted through literature, such as, book written by founder of 

MFI and academic articles, web pages of respectful organizations and interviews conducted by 

journalists and also other information from articles have also been consulted. 

 
Limitations: Some data about micro-financial services, which was found in Grameen bank, could not 

be found in ICICI bank since the scale and significance of micro-financial services in these two 

organizations is difference.  Besides, the ability to find the empirical data is limited since we 
conducted this project in Sweden, while the useful empirical data are belong to India and Bangladesh.  

 

Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Micro-finance, Social Entrepreneurship 
 

Paper type: Master Thesis 
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1. Introduction 
 

In this section the reader will be introduced to the topic of the project. Firstly motivation of 

study and background around the problem will be discussed since they help explain why this topic is 

importance and interest. Then purpose, research question, method and limitation will be mentioned.  
 

 

1.1 Motives 
 
Undeniable that in the countries like Thailand, where the gap between riches and poor is 

wide, poverty is still a part of life because even we are not one of them, we still see them around, hear 

the heartbreaking stories about them and feel ashamed that we could not do anything to help our 
fellowmen.  

 

While the riches drive fancy cars, spend money on the high-end product and wasting grain, basic 
needs like as nutritious food, medicine or healthcare and electricity still be things that people in 

poverty could only see in their dreams since they could not afford and social welfare or government 

could not provide them either. Of course it is not the fault of the riches to do so, but there should be 

some way to make people more equal or at least get what they really need. 
 

“The lack of an education is also a reflection of poverty; students leave school at the end of Year 6 or 

Year 9 because their families cannot afford their children‟s education” (Baker, 2000, p.16) and the 
worst thing is that some of people in poverty didn‟t even realize that education can bring their families 

and children out of poverty.  

 

When the poor saw no way and no one that could help them out of poverty, they start to find their 
own ways to run away from poverty. However, “with poverty there is only one way to earn money, 

which isn't tiring” (Baker, 2000, p.16), and that way is prostitution. Some parents even forces their 

children into prostitution because they saw others families did so and they believe it is the best way to 
escape poverty and bring them “a better standard of living” (Baker, 2000, p.16). 

 

At this point, nonprofit organizations started to play an important role, but so far they still could not 
provide sustainable solution since this kind of organization relies on donations. Therefore, “they don‟t 

make much progress in their battles against” (Yunus, 2007, p.11) poverty since it is easily affected by 

financial situation of donors. Besides, they didn‟t focus on encouraging impoverished people to 

develop their entrepreneurial skills. 

 

These problems are main motives, which leads us to this project, since we want to do something that 

might be able to help impoverished people in Thailand and also in others countries escaping from the 

poverty by using their own skills and abilities.  
 

Finally, we end up putting these problems at the center of entrepreneurship because “entrepreneurs are 

an important source of self-employment in almost all economies” (Bessant and Tidd, 2007, p.256). 

For this reason, it could be a sustainable solution for poverty problem since people from poverty 
background don‟t have to wait for jobs created by charitable, private or government sectors. On the 

contrary, they can use skills and abilities to start entrepreneurial venture of their own and employ 

themselves including their family members.  
 

Nevertheless, in order to become entrepreneurs they still need access to financial support and that is 

how innovative micro-financial services start to play an important role. With these services the 
impoverished people suppose to be able to lend money though they do not have any collateral. If so 

how these micro-financial organizations manage to get their money back from these people who has 

just become entrepreneurs.  
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We believe that these issues are important and should be studied because the result might help 
creating a paradigm shift in others business industry as well as in financial industry. Helping 

impoverished people escaping from poverty with their own skills and abilities, at least more 

opportunities must be provided. 

 
In this case, the best way to gain attention from the others areas might be to identify the impact that 

the micro-financial services could also create. Thus, we formulated a research question and three sub-

questions related to this phenomenon, which will be mentioned later on. 
 

 

1.2 Background 
 
In order to give an overview about the studied topic of this graduation paper, basic data about 

micro-financial services around the world is included. Besides, data about Thai micro-financial 

services will also be mentioned since we also intend to create a micro-financial model for Thailand. 
More details about this model can be found in Innovation Assignment section. 

 

 

1.2.1 Micro-financial services: The global picture 
 

 “Microfinance is a concept that has been spread throughout the world the last decades, where 
Bangladesh is considered to be the origin of the concept”(Johansen and Nilsson, 2007, p.13). 

According to Prof. Dr. Muhammad Yunus, “the word „microcredit‟ did not exist before the seventies” 

(Yunus, 2004) when he started giving a small loans under a system that later become known as 
Grameen Bank of Bangladesh or GB in 1976 (Fick, 2002, p.41). Later this system become  a 

significant micro-financial service model, which had already been replicated “in 40 countries” 

(Akhtar, 1997, p.1473) all over the world, such as, Malaysia, Philippines and Nepal  since the GB 
model has shown that it could helps reducing poverty among program participants (Khanker, 

2003,p.21).  

 

Malaysia introduced its first micro-financing program 10 years after Bangladesh by replicating GB's 
“successful specialized system including credit delivery to the „doorsteps‟ of the poor” (Siwar and 

Talib, 2007, p. 116). This doorstep procedure is practical and successful because it is more convenient 

for female impoverished people who naturally could not “travel long distances or even out of their 
villages” (Morshed, 2006, P.13).  

 

Same procedure was replicated in Nepal where the poor also excluded from the formal credit sector 
because of the collateral. However, “by lending to women of the poor families at their doorsteps 

without physical collateral”(Rural Microfinance Development Centre, 2009) the micro-financial 

service become even more than popular among female Nepalese borrowers. These days “706,000 

women” (Rural Microfinance Development Centre, 2009) in Nepal have reached this service. 
 

In case of Indonesia, the procedure is slightly different since its micro-financial service is provided by 

the government through Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) village units, which were established to be the 
channel of small credit distribution to “farmers who were taking part in the government‟s agriculture 

development program called BIMAS” (Hartungi, 2007, pp.390). At the end of 2005, BRI served 3.3 

million low-income borrowers, who are part of success stories about “borrowers that have grown their 

businesses through” (Johnston and Morduch, 2007) this service. At this point, the GB model has 
proved that it is efficient even in the vast and scattered area like Indonesian archipelagos.  

 

While entrepreneurs may not be as prominent in Africa, where there are still critical needs in health, 
education, governance, refugees, and other areas, as in other regions, we should never overlook their 

potential since they might be the only future of this continent. Somehow they could not be as long as 
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there is need of financial support in every level of enterprise (Ahmed, 2005). However, “African 

macro-businesses are funded with international commercial finance by large banks, whereas micro-
businesses”(EntreChange, 2009,p.1) found their place only through microfinance opportunities 

supported by donors  and that is how micro-financial service starts to play a significant role. 

.  

The International Finance Corporation (IFC), the private sector arm of the World Bank Group, is one 
of the organizations that help “creating capacity on the ground for sustainable institutional credit 

delivery” (Ahmed, 2005) and assist microfinance institutions (MFIs) in this region, such as, K-Rep 

Bank and Equity Building Society in Kenya, ACCION International‟s first commercial MFI in 
Nigeria and Ugandan Microfinance Union (UMU).  

 

What IFC focuses-is the conversion of NGO microcredit programs into banks through adopting a 
commercial orientation because IFC believes that it is the best way to help them attracting the capital 

or saving base and making a bigger impact in poverty reduction (Ahmed, 2005).  Thus, the model 

used by IFC is slightly different from the GB‟s one since it is private sector-based model, which 

allows IFC to involve in these African countries “through a partnership with the German financial 
sector consulting firm IPC” (Ahmed, 2005). The advantage of this model is that it let these MFIs 

move as fast as the commercial banks such as “Citibank or HSBC” (Ahmed, 2005) through 

transferring capital and management practices from one bank to another.  
 

Still the methodology pioneered by Grameen Bank can be found in many African MFIs. Opportunity 

Microfinance Limited (later referred to as CETZAM) in Zambia is one of the MFIs that “target the 
poorest of the economically active population, especially women” (Dixon et al., 2006, p.412). Same 

as GB, CETZAM needs no physical collateral in qualifying a loan, but borrower must belong to “a 

self-selected „joint-liability‟ credit group, as is the accepted practice with most group lending 

methodologies elsewhere” (Dixon et al., 2006, p.412). Unfortunately CETZAM closed down after 
opened 12 branches in three broad provinces and lost its central control (Dixon et al., 2006, p.413).  

 

Apart from the mentioned model, there is a social business called MYC4, which “is inspired by the 
Dutch auction principle” (EntreChange, 2009, p.1).  Basically, main idea of this business model is not 

that far from micro-financial services since MYC4 “contributes to the development of Africa by 

making it possible for the businesses to obtain loans” (EntreChange, 2009, p.1). The difference is that 

“the more investors interested in investing, the more favorable the terms the African business will 
get” (EntreChange, 2009, p.1). 

 

 Besides, MYC4 also focuses on the knowledge sharing between the African entrepreneurs since it 
believes that the more entrepreneur gets the opportunity to develop his/her business, the more 

employees will be recruited and finally these actions will benefit the community (EntreChange, 2009, 

p.1).  
 

In India, the microfinance sector grows at enormous speed (Sijtsma, 2007, p.3). Generally these 

services are provided by “a formal bank or an informal” (Hudon, 2008, p.36) Self-Help Group (SHG). 

The latter is also one of the two main models that exist in the Indian microfinance sector for the 
poorest market segment (Sijtsma, 2007, p.9). In Brief, SHG carries out all the same functions as 

required by the GB model, but they do this on their own behalf. For instance, SHG makes the decision 

about the interest rate by the group themselves (Hudon, 2008, p.42). “The other model is the 
Microfinance Institution” (Sijtsma, 2007, p.9), which is the same model as found throughout the 

world. 

 
ICICI, “India‟s second largest bank” (Subrahmanyan and Gomez-Arias, 2008, p.406), is one of “for-

profit institutions” (Hudon, 2008, p.37), which has shown that “microfinance could be an interesting 

and profitable sector” (Hudon, 2008, p.37). This is because ICICI sees “the lower-market segments as 

an opportunity” (Sijtsma, 2007, p.11). Though aim of ICICI and others commercial bank in India are 
different from GB, it still can be seen an opportunity for the impoverished people anyway. 
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At this point, we have discussed about the micro-financial services around the world. However, in this 

graduation project, only micro-financial services provided by Grameen Bank and ICICI Bank will be 
focused since they are two organizations that have different views on microfinance and also use 

different models in different countries. Thus, the comparison between these two banks might show a 

significant impact that micro-financial services could create on entrepreneurship. 

 
 

1.2.2 Micro-financial services in Thailand 
 

In the previous section, the global picture of micro-financial service, which is the information 

that helps leading to the deeper understanding about project research question, has been described. 
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier that we intend to create a micro-financial model for Thailand, brief 

information about micro-financial services in Thailand will also be provided in this section. 

 
Pro-poor macroeconomic policy is one of the poverty reduction strategies used in Thailand. “Million 

Baht Village Fund” (Kaboski and Townsend, 2006, p.1) or Thailand Village and Urban Revolving 

Fund (VRF), which “was launched in 2001” (Boonperm et al., 2007, p.1), is also “a large-scale 

government intervention”(Kaboski and Townsend, 2006, p.2) for this strategy”.  
 

Under this program the government of Thailand promised to provide a revolving fund of 1 million 

Baht or “about $32,000” (Boonperm et al., 2007) to village and urban community that meets a set of 
pre-specified conditions (World Bank, 2009). In Brief, this fund works as capital for locally-run 

rotating credit associations (Boonperm et al., 2007) and target farmers in household-level who are  

“underprivileged and have no access to the loan support from the bank” (Research center of central 
China economic development ,2007) rather than farm enterprise. 

 

However, the result “is not what the designers of the Fund had envisaged” (Boonperm et al., 2007) 

since the study about the impact of the Thailand Village Fund, which is based on data from the socio-
economic surveys of 2002 and 2004, has shown that VRF “has indeed had a moderate impact on 

household spending” (Boonperm et al., 2007) by increasing consumption among rural borrowers 

(Phetdee, 2008), “but to a lesser extent on household income” (Boonperm et al., 2007). The result of 
this study has shown that the micro-financial services in Thailand neither could solve the poverty 

problem nor create significant impact on entrepreneurship since the borrowers spent the loans on their 

own consumption instead of creating a business, which could brings them sustainable household 

income. 
 

Nevertheless, another study has shown that a result of this micro-credit for female headed households 

is more business income since “female-headed households are about ten percentage points more likely 
to have business income” (Kaboski and Townsend, 2006, p.19). 

 

Apart from VRF, there are two microfinance programs provided by Thai NGOs: the Rural Friends 
Association (RFA) and the Foundation for Integrated Agricultural Management (FIAM), in Northeast 

Thailand. “Both Thai NGOs follow the „„village bank‟‟ group-lending methodology pioneered by the 

Foundation for International Community Assistance (FINCA), in which borrowers form their own 

peer groups of 20–60 members” (Coleman, 2006, pp.1614-1615). By doing so these members co-
guarantee each other‟s loans and that means “if the group does not meet its collective responsibility to 

repay all of its members‟ loans, then all group members are denied future credit” (Coleman, 2006, 

p.1615). 
 

The target group of these microfinance programs is the „„poorest of the poor,‟ (Coleman, 2006, 

p.1617). However, there is a strong evident founded in this study about microfinance in Northeast 
Thailand that the “participant households are significantly wealthier than those of nonparticipants” 

(Coleman, 2006, p.1624) since village bank members are selected by the information of land 

holdings, “which is the same information commonly used by commercial lending institutions in 
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Thailand to select its rural customers” (Coleman, 2006, p.1624). Therefore the poorest of the poor still 

could not reach this service.   
 

Besides, “there is also strong evidence that the richest village bank members become committee 

members (president, vice president, and treasurer) and use their position to borrow significantly more 

from the village bank” (Coleman, 2006, p.1624) than members who are not part of the committee. 
Then these committee members “lent the money out at higher interest rates” (Coleman, 2006, p.1624).   

In brief, these micro-financial services are one of the examples which show that there is need of new 

model for this kind of service in Thailand since the existed models still benefits the wrong target 
group. Besides, the borrowers spent the money in the way that not match with the purpose of loans 

and that is why these loans has very less impact on entrepreneurship and poverty.  
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2. Purpose, research question, methods and innovation 

assignment 
 

This project could not be completed without descriptions of purpose, research question 
including sub-questions and methods. First of all, it is important to discuss about the purpose because 

it guides reader through the expected benefits of this graduation project. Besides, it demonstrates how 

results of this graduation project will fulfill the needs identified in the motives above.  

 

Research question and sub-questions are absolutely the keys of most academic studies including this 

graduation project and could not be dismissed from this section. Apart from the introduction to these 

questions, we will also discuss about novelty and significance of them. Moreover, the formulation 

process of these questions will be referred. 
 

Then the methods will show steps and approaches that we have taken or chosen for this project in 

order to reach the goals and also why we chose these particular approaches. This is significant and 
could be an advantage especially for other researchers or students who might want to track our lines 

and conduct further study in the similar area. 

 

 

2.1 Purpose 
 

Our main purpose is to carry out a research on the topic that combines innovation with 
entrepreneurship and point out the significant impact that they could create to each other. Thus we 

decided to choose micro-financial service or micro-loans as our topic since we found that this kind of 

service correspond to both entrepreneurship and innovation. 

 
From our point of view, micro-financial service can be categorizes as innovation in the way that its 

characteristics matches with four categories of innovation (Tidd et al, 2005, p.10) and also 

Schumpeter‟s five economic activities (Mondal, 2003, p.4) while directly correspond to 
entrepreneurship via its main tasks as a source of fund especially for female and rural borrowers. 

More details about four categories of innovation and five economic activities can be found in the 

section of literature review and theoretical framework. 

 
However, we expect to reveal new aspects of correspondences or correlations between micro-financial 

service and entrepreneurship in this study. Therefore study and analysis about disadvantages of micro-

financial services, which could create impact on entrepreneurship, is also one of the purposes included 
in this project. 

 

Apart from the research, we also try to fulfill the needs identified in the motives above, providing 
more opportunities for impoverished people escaping from poverty with their own skills and abilities, 

by creating a suitable model for micro-financial service in Thailand. This model will be referred as 

innovation assignment. 

 
In brief, the innovation assignment is our attempt to solve the real life problem, poverty, from both 

theoretical and practical perspective. We hope it could benefit not only Thai impoverished people, but 

also MFIs in others countries that still look for a suitable model for themselves. More details about 
this innovation assignment will be mentioned later on.  
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2.2 Research question 
 

As mentioned earlier, focus of this graduation project is the impact of micro-financial services 

on entrepreneurship because we believe that impoverished people could escape from poverty by their 
own skills and abilities if they have opportunity in access to the financial support. Then we would like 

to find out how do innovative micro-financial services impact on entrepreneurship and we decided to 

compare the impact of the two countries, which are Bangladesh and India.  
 

These two countries have been chosen because they are the origin of the two significant models with 

two different views, Grameen model and Self-Help Group. Besides, the micro-financial services are 

well-known in both countries. Then we formulate the following research question. 
 

“How do innovative micro-financial services impact on the entrepreneurship in 

Bangladesh and India?” 
 

Nevertheless, due to the broadness of this research question we decided to narrow the scope of 
research down to three smaller areas, which are innovation process, female and rural entrepreneur 

including the disadvantage of micro-financial service, and create these sub-questions: 

 
1. Does innovation process of micro-financial institutions create more positive impact on 

entrepreneurship than conventional banks? 

 

2. Does the focus of innovative micro-financial services on female and rural borrowers create any 
impact on entrepreneurship?   

 

3. Are there any disadvantages of micro-financial services that could create negative impact on 
entrepreneurship? 

 

2.3 Methods 
 

“Methodology is the study of methods and its raises all sorts of philosophical questions about 

what it is possible for researchers to know and how valid their claims to knowledge might be” (Fisher, 

2004, p.34). In case of discussion about such things as how the researchers used a questionnaire or 
interview, it should rather be addressed as “methods” instead of “methodology” (Fisher, 2004, p.33).  

 

From our point of view, methods are important and should be clearly stated since it also concerns with 
the reliability of the project. Any researcher should get the same result when replicate the same 

methods. Thus, the methods of this graduation project will be described in this section so that others 

researchers, who would like to study on the similar topic, will be able to repeat their study in the 

future.  
 

Moreover, all references cited in this graduation paper and primary data collected for this graduation 

project can be found at the end of thesis. Theses reference and data are provided for both reliability of 
the project and the convenience of others researchers including everyone that is interested in Micro-

financial services. 

 

2.3.1 Methods for data collection  
 

  According to Fisher (2004), methods are mainly separated into two forms which are 

“qualitative” and “quantitative”. Questionnaire surveys and databases are examples of quantitative 

form while interviews and documentary exegesis are considered to be examples of qualitative 

methods and materials. 
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Usually it is assumed that there are fixed formula for each methodological stance, such as realist 

research means using quantitative forms while interpretative means using qualitative forms (Fisher, 
2004, p.53). However, in practice any of the research methods can be used in any of the approaches or 

sequences. Thus, a “researcher might well start a study with open-ended interviews that will be useful 

to them when they design their highly structured questionnaire to be used with a large sample of 

respondents” (Fisher, 2004, p.54).  
 

For this project, we also decided to combine quantitative forms with qualitative forms since we 

believe that the qualitative data, which we could get from the interviewers, will be useful information 
for the design of open questionnaire used with a large sample of borrowers, who experienced the 

micro-financing service. More details about open questionnaire will be described in the next section. 

 
Nevertheless, in case that the attempt to collect the qualitative data via interview is fail, documentary 

exegesis will be used instead and only respectful sources of secondary data will carefully be chosen 

for this project since reliability of collected data is significant for other researchers, who might repeat 

the similar research in the future. 
 

 

2.3.1.1 Primary data collection 
 

At the very beginning of this project, there was an attempt to collect primary data via the 

interviews with Mr. Percy N. Barnevik, a Swedish business executive and also the advisor of an 
Indian charity organization called Hand in Hand.  

 

We thought Mr. Barnevik is an appropriate choice because Hand in Hand directly dues with 

eliminating poverty in the rural area in India through its micro-financial model (Colvin, 2009). 
Besides, he might be able to give an interview in Sweden. After making decision, we decided to 

contact Mr. Barnevik via his email. However, he has replied that he not be able to give an interview 

because of his work load and heavy travel schedule.  

 
Apart from Hand in Hand, we also contacted SIDA (Swedish International Development Cooperation 

Agency) via email. In our opinion, this organization could be an appropriate choice of empirical study 

since its overall goal is poverty reduction and “financial services for the poor, or microfinance, are 
important tools in the efforts to achieve this” (SIDA, 2004). Unfortunately, there was no reply back. 

 

At the same time we was also looking for a contact with MFOs in India and finally Dr. Sanjay 

Banerji, Founder Director/Dean of Amrita School of Business whom we met at Mälardalen University 
when he accompanied his Indian students to Sweden, has introduced us to Mr. Sunil Puliyakot, Asst. 

Professor at Amrita School of Business who is the former Regional Head of ICICI Bank.  

 
After reading the preliminary interview questions, sent via electronic mail, Mr. Puliyakot commented 

that these questions are framed for a field functionary. Thus, it should be answered by an officer in a 

local bank, who works in the microfinance section. Then he volunteers to contact and pass the 

questions to the bank officer. However, there is no update from Mr. Puliyakot on this issue after all. 
Only a website concerned with ICICI was recommended by him. 

 

Moreover we also tried to find a contact with borrowers who have taken the micro-loans. In this case, 
Mr. Nazmul Hoque, a Bangladeshi student at Mälardalen University, has helped us by asking his 

brother, Mr. S.M. Shafrul Hoque, a student at American International University-Bangladesh (AIUB) 

in Bangladesh to find female borrowers in the rural area, who could answer our open questionnaire.   
 

We chose open questionnaire instead of pre-coded questionnaire “with lots of tick boxes for 

respondents to fill in” (Fisher, 2004, p.135) because we also expect to find new and unexpected 

answer to the questions. Thus, it might be better to leave “lots of white space for people to make their 
responses in their own words” (Fisher, 2004, p.135).   
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At this point, the time constraint forced us to change the method from to open questionnaire to pre-

coded interviews since Mr. S.M. Shafrul Hoque could not find enough sample of borrowers to answer 
the questionnaire within the timeframe that we gave. So he used the open questionnaire that we sent 

via electronic mail as questions for pre-code interview. 

 

According to Fisher (2004), pre-code interviews are controlled by the researcher, who normally 
comes up with prepared script or organized questions. Normally these questions are organized in the 

logical sequence and for most questions the respondent is given a series of options (Fisher, 2004, 

p.133). 
  

Technically this open questionnaire, used as questions for pre-code interview, was explained to the 

respondents in simple local languages by Mr. S.M. Shafrul Hoque, interviewer. This is because the 
respondents, impoverished people, are illiterate and could not understand English. Then the 

interviewer translated all answers to English and wrote them on the paper, which he finally scanned 

and sent them back to us via electronic mail.  

 
 

2.3.1.2 Secondary data collection  

 
Secondary data is the main source for the theoretical framework of this project. However, 

when the attempt to collect empirical data via the primary source was fail, we decided to collect the 

empirical data via the secondary source. 
 

Apart from books written by the founder of the micro-financing organization like Grameen Bank, 

websites of respectful organizations, such as UNCTAD and World Bank, including interviews 

conducted by journalists, Mälardalen University Library database is also one of the main sources of 
the secondary data in this paper.   

 

 

2.3.2 Limitations 
 

There are number of limitations in this project. First of all, scale and significance of micro-

financial services in the studied organizations are different. Grameen Bank is mainly found to be 

Microfinance Institutions whereas this service is only a section of ICICI bank, which basically is a 

commercial bank. Thus, some data about micro-financial services, which was found in the study about 
GB, could not be found in the organization of ICICI. 

 

Secondly, due to the fact that we conducted this project in Sweden while the useful empirical data are 
belongs to India and Bangladesh.  For this reason, we could not collect the primary data via the 

interview with the borrowers by ourselves. This limit our ability to find the unexpected data that 

might come up during the interview. 
 

Thirdly, the collected primary data was restricted only within Kadamtali district of Dhaka, 

Bangladesh and may fail to represent the actual scenario of the whole country. Besides, the number of 

interviewees, 10, might be too small for generalizing the conclusions. However, we still believe that 
these data is useful for others researchers and should be included in this project since there is still lack 

of primary data concerned with Grameen bank‟s borrowers. 

 
Fourthly, though we believe that the sources of empirical data, interviewees, are trustworthy and 

reliable, we are fully aware that this data could contain personal opinion or experience. Besides, the 

interviewees might not have the same experience in the future since the situation could always 
change. 
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Finally, the translation of the languages could unintentionally drop or misrepresent some significant 

data. These factors could limit our ability to find facts about the studied topic. 
 

 

2.4 Innovation Assignment  
 

 As mentioned earlier that the purposes of this graduation project include proposing a suitable 

model for micro-financial service in Thailand, which will be referred as the innovation assignment.  

Somehow during the process of completing this innovation assignment, our group has got a new input 
about end-user involvement in creating an innovation from Mr. Abhishek Palod, an Indian student 

whom we met in an academic course, Innovation Science and Management, conducted by Sten 

Ekman at Mälardalen University. 

 
Thus, the creation of the proposed model for Thailand is based on the needs of the end-user, Thai 

impoverish people, since we believe that experiences of the users will not only help portraying the 

situation of Thai micro-financial services in, but would also be able to lead us to the creation of the 
radical model for Thailand as Matthing et al. (2004) mentioned that in order to foster organizational 

innovativeness, “new approaches and techniques are evolving to elaborate on customer latent needs” 

(Matthing et al., 2004, p.481). Therefore, the innovativeness of the proposed model might come up 

from the study about these needs.  
 

To avoid repeating the mistakes that others MFIs have made, problems and disadvantages existed in 

micro-financial institutions and models in Thailand including others country will be analyzed before 
we start creating the proposed model since these data helps portraying real situation and identifying 

the problems that need to be fixed in the new model. Besides, advantages of the existed models might 

be adapted to the proposed model.  
 

Last but not least, Thai cultural context and others significant factors, such as, the conditions of Thai 

impoverished women, the local influential person and the governmental aids, will also be considered 

as a supplement that help creating a realistic model for Thailand. 
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3. Literature review and theoretical framework 
 

In this section, literature review and theoretical framework of this graduation project are 

portrayed for the readers. Anyhow before going into that part, the description of literature review will 

be explained. 
 

According to Fisher (2004), literature review relates to identifying of “the material that could be 

useful in the project” (Fisher, 2004, p.63). This can also be the surveys of “scholarly articles, books 
and other sources (e.g. dissertations, conference proceedings) relevant to a particular issue, area of 

research, or theory, providing a description, and summary” (University of California, 2005).  

 
However, the chosen literatures should also be the materials that the writer considered as the best or 

the most convincing materials for the argument and could make the greatest contribution to the 

understanding and development of the studied area. In Brief, literature review offers an overview of 

significant literatures published on the studied topic (University of California, 2005).  
 

Apart from identifying of useful materials, literature review includes the “critical evaluation of each 

work” (University of California, 2005). This critical evaluation is the discussion about “the 
weaknesses and limitations of a writer‟s theories and arguments or identify their inappropriateness to 

the particular circumstances of” (Fisher, 2004, p.63) the project.  

 

For this project, the adopted materials focus on the areas of innovation, entrepreneurship and micro-
financial services or microfinance since the literature, which directly related to the impact of micro-

financial services on entrepreneurship, could not be found. Besides, materials about innovation 

process, social entrepreneur and organizational learning will also be reviewed. Both summary and 
critical evaluation of worked related to each area will be provided. 

 

 

3.1 Innovation 
 

Innovation should be discussed in the literature review not only because we consider micro-

financial services as an innovation, but also because we aim to complete the innovation assignment, 
which is one of the purposes in this graduation project. Thus, it is important to portray the same 

picture of innovation as we have in our mind for the reader. 

 

 

3.1.1 What is innovation? 
 
 From our point of view, the picture of innovation would not be able to complete without 

definition of innovation since it helps giving clear understanding about what innovation should be. 

Nevertheless, “various definitions have been developed to explain innovation” (McFadzean et al., 
2005, p.353) and each definitions has given different “views and approaches to what actually 

constitutes innovative activity” (McFadzean et al., 2005, p.353).  

 
For instance, “both Cannon (1993) and Gurteen (1998) introduce paradigmatic change and creative 

thinking. While Rogers (1995) concentrates on perception, Henderson et al.(1996) feature invention, 

and Koontz and Weihrich (1990) and Zahra (1995) put forward definitions that highlight marketing 

and entrepreneurial philosophies” (McFadzean et al., 2005, p.353).  
 

Then Pouya and Esmaeilzadesh (2008) defined innovation “as an essential component for creation of 

economic growth, not at least through the emergence of new enterprises” (Pouya and Esmaeilzadesh, 
2008, p. 2). From our point of view, the economic growth mentioned by Pouya and Esmaeilzadesh 

could be through the changes caused by innovations, which will be explained in the next section. 
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Anyway all different views on definition of innovation given by these authors have implied that 

innovation and its activities might be too diverse to be defined by just one view. 
 

Thus, in order to define the term “innovation” mentioned in this graduation paper, we also need a 

mixture of views from more than one author. First definition, which is appropriate with innovation 

like micro-financial service, belongs to Peter Drucker since he mentioned that innovation is “change 
that creates a new dimension of performance” (Hesselbein et al., 2002, p.89).  

 

Somehow, Drucker‟s definition pointed out the similar view with Tidd et al. (2005) who considered 
innovation as a creation of “new possibilities through combining different knowledge sets” (Tidd et 

al., 2005, p.15). This can also be in the form of knowledge, based on something we have seen or done 

before, which meets a latent need (Tidd et al., 2005, p.15).    
 

These two definitions match with the term “innovation” mentioned in this graduation paper since the 

micro-financial service also create a new dimension of performance in both financial and social 

business sector while the innovation assignment, which we aims to complete, concerns with meeting 
the latent need of the end-users, borrowers.  However, these definitions of innovation still not cover 

all aspects of micro-financial service as an innovation. 

 
 Then we found definition of innovation stated by Sten Ekman, which has not only mention about 

need finding and new dimension of performance, such as, “thinking – and acting – different” (Ekman, 

2009, p.2), but also new ideas, new value systems, new opportunities and new ways of problem 
solving. Besides, Ekman stated that innovation could also be the way of creating value in society 

(Ekman, 2009, p.2). 

 

This definition is appropriate with the term “innovation” mentioned in this graduation paper because 
micro-financial services intentionally contribute to problem solving. Therefore, it should be addressed 

as innovation that works as the new ways to create value in the society. 

 
For the purpose of graduation paper, the word “innovation” is simply implies the new dimension of 

performance, which not only meets the latent need of the end-users, but also creates value in the 

society. 

 

3.1.2 Types of Innovation 
 

 To portray the same picture of innovation as we have in our mind, types of innovation also 

need to be mentioned since “the definition of innovation is broad” (Hordern, 2008, p.9) and might not 
be able to provide the clear thought why micro-financial services are innovation. 

 

According to Tidd et al. (2005), innovation could be categorized into four types due to change that it 
causes. These four types of changes are also referred to as „4Ps‟ of innovation. In short, the „4Ps‟ of 

innovation consist of product innovation, process innovation, position innovation and paradigm 

innovation (Tidd et al., 2005, p.10).   

 
While change in products/ services, which an organization offers, is categorized in product 

innovation, change in the ways in which products/services are created and delivered is categorized in 

process innovation (Tidd et al., 2005, p.10). The Apple „iPod‟ could be one of the best examples since 
its key to the success is “as much about the physical product as well as its dependent interaction with” 

(Hordern, 2008, p.9) its services through „itunes‟ software. Thus, iPod could be categorized in product 

innovation. Besides, “this interaction also changed the way music is composed” (Hordern, 2008, p.9) 
and that is why it also can be process innovation. 

 

Then Tidd et al. (2005) referred to changes in the context, in which the products/services are 

introduced, as position innovation (Tidd et al., 2005, p.10). This type of innovation can also take place 
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by repositioning the perception of an established product in a particular user context such as a 

glucose-based drink for children that can be relaunched as a drink for people who love exercising 
(Tidd et al., 2005, pp.10-11).   

 

Lastly, changes in the underlying mental model, which frame what the organization does, such as, the 

shift to low-cost airlines, the provision of online services and the repositioning of normal drinks to 
premium drinks,  was categorized in paradigm innovation (Tidd et al., 2005, pp.10-11). For this 

graduation project it is only important that the readers understand product, process and paradigm 

innovation since we believe that micro-financial services could be categorized in those three types. 
   

In our point of view, micro-financial service should be categorized in product/service innovation, 

because it was a first coming model and new in the bank service sector. And also it can be in process 
innovation because micro-financial services‟ system uses no credit guarantee method and also door 

step method to reach their clients, who are poor people.  

 

Moreover, we believe that micro-financial services are also the paradigm innovation because in these 
services loans, which are perceived as services for  people who have credit, has been repositioned as 

services for people who have no collateral. Thus, when micro-financial services were established in 

the world it has changed the image of loans for wealthy people to be loans for the poor people. They 
make impoverished people think and believe that they could also have chance to reach the fund.  

 

This paradigm innovation, micro-financial service, creates changes underlying mental model, which 
frame what the financial industry does. Thus, it might be possible that others industry could do the 

same if they realize that impoverish people is potential for paradigm innovation. 

 

However, since Tidd et al. have not exactly mentioned that micro-financial services should be referred 
as product, process and paradigm innovation, we decided to review more type of innovation defined 

by others theorists. 

  
Joseph Schumpeter, an Austrian economist (Martin and Osberg, 200, p.31) and the godfather of 

innovation studies (Tidd et al., 2005, p.7), is one of the theorists that mentioned about types of 

innovation since he categorized innovation into five types due to its elements. These elements 

translate to the domain of activities of an entrepreneur (Swedberg, 2000, pp.51-52) as illustrated in the 
figure below. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Five elements of innovation 
Source: adapted from figure 1:  Innovation & Entrepreneurship (Mondal, 2003, p. 4) 
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After the review of these elements, we found that micro-financial services could be categorized as 

innovation since they have two elements out of five, which are introduction of a new good and 
creating a new economic organization 

 

The introduction of a new good is an elements of micro-financial services since it “seizes the 

opportunity to introduce a new product in the market that is currently not available to the consumer” 
(Mondal, 2004, pp.4-5) who are the borrowers who has never received any loans from the 

conventional banks. 

 

Besides, the creating a new economic organization is also an element of the micro-financial services 
as Schumpeter related the process of changing a production function to breaking into a monopoly 

market. “The microfinance industry of Bangladesh is an example of a new organization of an 

industry. A number of commercial banks of Bangladesh have opened up new departments for 

microcredit to the MFIs” (Mondal, 2004, p.5). 
 

According to Schumpeter, the opening of a new market is not an elements of the micro-financial 

service because this element takes place when “a product has been developed with the least cost 
method of production” (Mondal, 2004, p.5) so that an entrepreneur has to looks for a new market. The 

situation is opposite in case of micro-financial service since it has not been innovated because the 

least cost of one product, but because it is not even exist in financial service industry.  
 

The conquest of a new source of supply of a raw material and the introduction of new technology are 

not the elements of the micro-financial services since they do not match with the nature of these 

services.  
 

So far even none of the reviewed literatures have clearly identify types of innovation for micro-

financial services; we could make a brief conclusion that this kind of service could be categorized as 
product, process and paradigm innovation when compare with „4Ps‟ of innovation mentioned by Tidd 

et al. (2005). Besides, it has two Schumpeter‟s elements of innovation, which are the introduction of a 

new good and the creating a new economic organization.  
 

At this point, we have portrayed the picture of innovation through the discussion about the definitions 

of innovation and the types of innovation. In the next section innovation and sustainability will be 

discussed. 
 

 

3.1.3 Innovation and sustainability 

 
Tidd et al. stated that “the real test of innovation success is not a one-off success in the short 

term but sustained growth through continuous invention and adaption”(Tidd et al., 2005, p.85). That is 

why innovation like micro-financial service could be a sustainable way for solving poverty problem. 
Nevertheless it is significant to understand what sustainability really is.  

 

Basically, “the idea of sustainability in connection with sustainable development is often a restricted 
one”(Choudhury and Korvin, 2001, p.257). Still “there are a large number of definitions on 

sustainable development” (Sathiendrakumar, 1996, p.152) and most of them related to environmental, 

ecological or economic context.  

 
For instance, Blauert and Zadeq (1998) cited that “sustainability means an inter-play between social 

and environmental domains” (Choudhury and Korvin, 2001, p.257) whereas Pearce and Warford 

(1993) defined sustainable development as the “development that secures increases in the welfare of 
the current generation provided that welfare in the future does not decrease” (Sathiendrakumar, 1996, 

p.152). 
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Nevertheless in this graduation project, we will concentrate only on the definition of sustainability 

which relates to innovation and poverty problem, such as, the definition of sustainability by 
Sathiendrakumar (1996), who stated that it “implies improving and maintaining a high quality of life 

in developing countries (Sathiendrakumar, 1996, p.155) and also the definition of sustainable 

innovation by Sousa (2006). 

 
According to Sousa (2006) sustainable innovation concerns with management that successfully 

stimulated innovation “through the sharing and creation of knowledge and using the new knowledge 

resulting from the innovation process to feed into the organizational knowledge base” (Sousa, 2006, p. 
399). This knowledge base could not only create more sustainability, but could also develop the whole 

organization into the better way as it is part of organization learning, which will be mentioned later 

on.  
 

In brief, sustainability could be related to innovation via the management of one organization 

that directly deals with innovation. Thus, we believe that it is also significant to look at 

sustainability of MFIs when researching on impact of its services caused by its innovation process 

since they are organizations, which was born with innovation and directly deal with 

innovation.  More about innovation process will be explained in the next section. 
 
 

3.2 Innovation Process 
 

 In the previous sections, the definition of innovation, the types of innovation including 
relation between innovation and sustainability has been described. However, before moving to the 

theoretical perspective concerned with entrepreneurship, innovation process should be discussed since 

it is also the main focus of this graduation project. 
 

 “The term innovation process is used to describe the array of sources and objectives that culminate in 

the act of innovation”(Gellatly and Peters, 1999). This term could give our reader a glance at 

innovation process mentioned in this graduation project. However, it is still quite broad when 
compared to what we really mean. 

 

On the contrary, Trott (2008) focused more on identifying individuals as a key component of the 
innovation process, such as inventor, entrepreneur, business sponsor and etc. These individuals are 

significant because they are the one, who define problems, have ideas and perform creative linkages 

and associations that lead to inventions. Besides, Trott also discussed about what activities should be 
undertaken and how they should be carried out (Trott, 2008, p.11).  

 

The activities mentioned by Trott are close to our focus in this graduation project since we aim to the 

impact of activities more than the individual who is behind those activities. As suggested in the course 
Innovation Science and Management, conducted at Mälardalen University, the range of innovation 

process covered innovation approach, innovation strategy, products (old and new), leadership, 

management culture and styles, organizational structure and climate including sustainable aspects of a 
company or an organization (Ekman, 2009, p.2) 

 

In this graduation paper, the innovation process of Grameen Bank and ICICI Bank will be identified, 
analyzed and compare with the process of conventional bank since it might help explaining about the 

impact of micro-financial services on entrepreneurship. 

 

Even Trott did not mention customers as individual as a key component, we still see their feedbacks 
as a significant involvement in the innovation process since their  feedback could be used for 

generating new idea about new product/ services. Thus, customer involvement in the innovation 

process will be included in this literature review and can be found in the next section. 
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3.2.1 Customer involvement in innovation processes 
 

 Customer involvement could be the next R&D in the near future since it is not only cheaper 

(Lundkvist and Yakhlef, 2004, p.249), but also “uncover latent needs” (Matthing et al, 2004, p.480) 
which typical R&D could not find and lead organization to the more profitable way via” reduced 

cycle times, superior service” (Matthing et al, 2004, p.480) and etc. Nevertheless customer themselves 

could also profit from their own involvement as organization has learnt how to deliver just right 

product/service.  
  

According to Lundkvist and Yakhlef (2004), customers are view as a resource of innovation since 

they own knowledge about new product idea. Somehow in order to catch this knowledge, companies 
or organizations need an active exchange approach (Pouya and Esmaeilzadesh, 2008, p.4).   

 

Besides, Brown and Eisenhardt (1995) revealed that “customer involvement can enhance product 
concept effectiveness” However, Christensen (1997) and O‟Connor (1998) claimed that customer 

involvement benefits incremental innovation more than the radical one (Lundkvist and Yakhlef, 2004, 

p.250).  

 
In brief, incremental innovation is the small changes to a product or services (Herrmann, 1999, p.786) 

that already exist, while radical innovation is more about product or service that “new to world” (Tidd 

et al., 2005 ,p.12). 
 

So far, customer involvement has “shown to be critical in order to successfully commercialize 

invention” (Pouya and Esmaeilzadesh, 2008, p.4) or innovation, but we believe that it can be 
successful in the social way as well as in the commercial way. Therefore we will also look for 

customer involvement in the innovation process of micro-financial services and study about the 

impact that it could create on entrepreneurship. 

 
At this point, we have described all the theories concerned with innovation in this graduation project. 

Next we will discuss about review the literature related to entrepreneurship. 

 
 

3.3 Entrepreneurship 
 

 As mentioned earlier that this graduation project involves not only in innovation, but also in 
entrepreneurship. Theoretical perspective on entrepreneurship will be provided in this section since it 

will lead to better understand about the term “entrepreneurship” and “entrepreneur” discussed in this 

project.  
 

Before start discussing about these two terms, we would like to give a brief comment why innovation 

like micro-financial service should be combined with entrepreneurship and how it is related to 

poverty.  
 

Basically we believe that entrepreneurship is importance for economic of the whole country because it 

could create more jobs and generate income. According to Ekman and Ekman (2009), these days the 
situation in developing countries is suitable for stimulating entrepreneurship. This is because 

unemployment rate already high and the young generation are rapidly growing. That is why 

entrepreneurship is often the only possible solution to survive in developing country (Ekman and 

Ekman, 2009, p.2). 
 

Besides, “a number of authors have emphasized entrepreneurship as the primary act underpinning 

innovation (Amit et al., 1993; Drucker, 1985b; McGrath, 1996; Stevenson and Jarillo, 1990), which 
also resonates with Schumpeter‟s (1961) view of entrepreneurship, as the primary catalyst for 
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innovation” (McFadzean et al, 2005, p.351). Therefore it might be possible that the innovation like 

micro-financial services could also be the primary act underpinning entrepreneurship.  
 

For these reasons, we think entrepreneurship could be related to the poverty in the way that it could 

create more jobs including opportunities for the impoverish people to run out of poverty or even turn 

them into the entrepreneur themselves while it might relate to innovation when they lend their hands 
to each others. 

 

 

3.3.1 What is entrepreneurship and entrepreneur? 
 
 There is more than one  aspect to define the term “entrepreneurship” and “entrepreneur”, but 

the main consensus are explained by three scholars, Schumpeter, Knight, and Kirzner. However, 

before taking a look at the definition of these three scholars, general definition will be provided. 
 

According to Low (2001), “despite a large number of studies, the definition of entrepreneurship 

and/or an entrepreneur continues to generate debate”(Howorth et al., 2005, p.24).  However, Gartner‟s 

view on entrepreneur as a founder of a business, is a required definition”(Howorth et al., 2005, p.29) 
for most people. Besides, entrepreneur could be defined as someone who starts their own business, 

especially when it involves risks” (Cambridge‟s Online Dictionary, 2009). 

 
For entrepreneurship, the general definition of this era could be “a passion to change things” (Bessant 

and Tidd, 2007, p.298) or “the introduction of new economic activity by an individual (entrepreneur) 

that leads to change in the marketplace. This change often refers to innovation (Zheng et al., 2009, 
p.89).  

 
Nevertheless, the word entrepreneurship is a mixed of both positive and negative side. However the 
positive side is more like what we focus since “it connotes a special, innate ability to sense and act on 

opportunity, combining out-of-the-box thinking with a unique brand of determination to create or 

bring about something new to the world” (Martin and Osberg, 2007, p.30) Whereas the negative side 
of entrepreneurship is only an old term used when the impact of entrepreneurial activities still could 

not be seen. 

 
This positive side of entrepreneurship is closed to Schumpeter (1934) views on entrepreneur are since 

he saw entrepreneur as “the innovator” (Howorth et al., 2005, p.29) who concerns with phenomenon 

of disequilibrium (Katsikis and Kyrgidou, 2009, p.211).  In short, Schumpeter stated that entrepreneur 

invents the new things to break an equilibrating line of the economy, which refer to the creation of 
changes as we mentioned earlier in the innovation part.  

 

Then Knight (1921) emphasizes the role of uncertainty and risk, that entrepreneur should use this as 
the opportunity to establish new business while Kirzner (1979) place emphasis on the role of 

opportunities within entrepreneurship, and argues that entrepreneurship means alertness towards profit 

opportunities – the entrepreneur essentially tries to discover profit opportunities and helps to restore 
the equilibrium in the market by acting on these (Katsikis and Kyrgidou, 2009, p.211). 

 

Along with, theory from Burns (2005), who stated in his book, that “entrepreneurs use innovation to 

exploit or create change and opportunity for the purpose of making profit. They do this by shifting 
economic resources from an area of lower productivity into an area of higher productivity and greater 

yield, accepting a high degree of risk and certainty in doing so” (Burns, 2005, p.9). 

 
Entrepreneurs have become the stuff of legends, increasingly held in high esteem and held up as role 

models to be emulated. They are often held out as embodying many ephemeral qualities, freedom of 

spirit, creativity, vision. They are the catalysts for economic change. They see an opportunity, 
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commercialize it and in the process create jobs from which the rest of society benefits (Burns, 2005, 

p.6). 
 

Drucker (1986) also mentioned about the relationship between opportunity and entrepreneur that “the 

heart of entrepreneurship is an opportunity-seeking orientation regardless of existing resources” 

(Perrini, 2006, p.109). It is clear that opportunity is what entrepreneur always focuses on. 

.  

Furthermore Burns (2005) also mentioned that “entrepreneurs can be described in terms of their 

characteristics and defined by their actions and one of the major differentiating factors if the degree of 

innovation they practice” (Burns, 2005, p.6). More details about these characteristics will be 
mentioned in the next section. 

 

In summary, entrepreneur stated in this graduation project simply refers to an individual who concerns 

with entrepreneurship via his/her activities that could generate income including profit. Thus, they 
could be the catalysts for economic change as mentioned by Burns. 

 

 

3.3.2 Characteristics of entrepreneur 
 

 “Entrepreneurs are both born and made”. They have certain personal character traits that they 

may be born with, but they are also shaped by their history and experience of life-their background- as 

well as the culture of the society they are brought up in. Some culture encourages entrepreneurial 
activity, others discourage it (Burns, 2005, p.19).This means the culture in Bangladesh and India 

might also encourage characteristics of entrepreneur in the different way. Thus, characteristics of 

entrepreneur should also be considered when research on impact that micro-financial services could 

create in these two countries. 
 

The characteristics of entrepreneur mentioned in this section are mainly referred to Burns‟ theory. 

However, we will also describe the entrepreneurial characteristics stated by Bessant, J. and Tidd, J. 
(2007), Brouwer (2002), McClelland, Rotter, as well as Knight (1921) since entrepreneur have more 

than one characteristic. Thus, we need more than one perspective to portray the picture that close to 

reality.  
 

Nevertheless, these characteristics also include ability of entrepreneur to deal with uncertainty and 

risk as well as ability to serve their firm including the quality of entrepreneurial services. 

 
 

3.3.2.1 Locus of control 

 
According to McClelland‟s theory, individuals who have a strong need to achieve are among 

those who want to solve problems themselves, set targets, and strive for these targets through their 

own efforts. The theory suggests that individuals with a strong need to achieve often find their way to 
entrepreneurship and succeed better than others as entrepreneurs (Littunen, 2000, p.296). 

 

While Rotter‟s theory saw individual locus of control as either internal or external control. An internal 

control expectation refers to control over one‟s own life, where the results of one‟s actions are 
considered to be dependent either on one‟s own behavior or on one‟s permanent characteristics. While 

an external control expectation refers to the kind of attitude which focuses on the actions of other 

people, or on fate, luck or chance (Littunen, 2000, p.296).  
 

On the other hand, Burns (2005) also describe about internal locus of control in his book that “if you 

believe that you can exercise control over your environment and ultimately your destiny, you have an 

internal locus of control” (Burns, 2005, p.22).  
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The internal control expectation is related to learning, and thus motivates and supports active striving. 

The external control expectation, on the other hand, impedes learning and encourages passivity. An 
internal control expectation is usually associated with entrepreneurial characteristics (Littunen, 2000, 

p. 296).  

 

This theory is mentioned since most models of micro-financial services use the group lending system, 
which might leads to some conflict among entrepreneurs who share the same loans in the group 

lending system since these entrepreneurs still need to take control of their business and it is harder to 

share ownership of this control with more than one entrepreneur. 
 

 

3.3.2.2 Need of achievement 

 
 So far we have discussed about the need in controlling  thing of entrepreneur, now we will 

discuss why entrepreneur have to create their own business and what do they really need? Burns 

(2005), referred to need of achievement behavior as “a driving force that is particularly strong for 

entrepreneurs” (Burns, 2005, p.22). Also Bessant, J. and Tidd, J. stated that entrepreneurs are 
typically motivated by a high need of achievement, rather than a general desire of succeed. This 

behavior is associated with moderate risking-taking, but not gambling or irrational risk-taking 

(Bessant, J. and Tidd, J. 2007, p.258). 
 

A person with high need for achievement are likes situations where it is possible to take personal 

responsibility for finding solutions to problems, has a tendency to set challenging but realistic 
personal goal and to take calculated risks and need concrete feedback on personal performance 

(Bessant, J. and Tidd, J. 2007, p.258). 

  

This theory seems to suit with large organization; however, we will use the achievement as factors 
since the achievement of entrepreneur, from poverty background, is the need of improving their 

quality of life. This need certainly creates and impact on entrepreneurship issue, especially to rural 

entrepreneur 
 

 

3.3.2.3 Deal with uncertainty and risk 
 

 Uncertainty and risk are the problem that entrepreneur has ability to deal with. Uncertainty 

refers to the entrepreneur‟s confidence in his estimates and expectations. It can be reduced by 

searching, collection and computing information. On the other hand, Risk refers to the possible 
outcomes of action, specifically to the loss that might be incurred if a given action is taken (Penrose, 

1995, pp.56-64). 

 
Risk includes both chance of loss and significance of whatever it is that might be lost. However, even 

the most entrepreneurs will at some point baulk at accepting further risk, but they will proceed to 

search for ways of avoiding risk, for example, diversification into different areas, adopting short-run 

flexible programs that can easily be changed when conditions change (Penrose, 1995, pp.57-63).  
 

While Von Mises (1919) stated that dealing with uncertainty and risk is one of entrepreneurial 

characteristics. This is because entrepreneur efforts and activities always take place in the uncertainty 
environment (Katsikis and Kyrgidou, 2009, p.211) and finally these uncertain situations become 

common process for entrepreneurs. Therefore, uncertainty and risk is rather seen by Von Mises as 

benefits than disadvantages for entrepreneurs. 
 

Along with Knight Theory, uncertainty and risk were considered as the opportunity, if entrepreneur 

can overcome these uncertainty and risk, it will gain a profit from economic situation (Brouwer, 2002, 

pp. 91-94).  
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To sum up, the impact of uncertainty and risk can be reduced by gather information, and also create 

an opportunity for business, which is a benefit to entrepreneurs when they share or exchange 
information to other people. 

 

 

3.3.2.4 Trust 
 

Nooteboom (2000) argued that “you really trust someone when you are willing to forego 

guarantees on the basis of coercion or self-interest” (Nooteboom, 2000, pp.44-68) while Brouwer 
(2002), concluded about the characteristic, which can be found in start-up phase, of entrepreneur that 

it is trust that obtains from other people (Brouwer, 2002, p.99). Entrepreneur has will power to gain 

trust from other people. Since entrepreneur should be reliable to get other trust in them. 
 

For example, “no entrepreneur would ever start his business, if he were not convinced of its ultimate 

success. Most of the time he needs to convince at least a few others to join him in his venture and to 

defer income until the moment of successful has arrived. He also needs to convince financiers and 
ultimately customers of the superiority of his product or process” (Brouwer, 2002, p.99). This can also 

be related to the topic of this graduation project since both MFIs and borrowers have to trust each 

other in order to acquire the credit and believe that the borrowers have ability to repay the loans. 
 

 

3.3.2.5 Relationships and networks  
 

One of the most important characteristics of entrepreneur is relationships and networks. At 

the core of entrepreneurial approach in doing business is the development of relationships with 

customers, suppliers and all the stakeholders in the business (Burns, 2005, p.43). 
 

In order to be able to control the business, it is importance for entrepreneur to have and develop this 

skill since the start-up phase. This is because entrepreneur needs financial resources for starting up the 
business but often have to work hard to gain the creditability from a banker (Burns, 2005, p.43). It is 

also possible that entrepreneur could not gain any credit from the banker. 

 

Furthermore, the nature of business always forces entrepreneur to relate with lots of people at least 
customers, suppliers and employees perhaps a landlord. Thus, it is important that entrepreneur must 

have a relationships and network with these people, who relate with their business (Burns, 2005, 

p.43). In our opinion, we believe this should be one of the most considered factors in the study about 
the impact created by micro-financial services on entrepreneurship. 

  

 

3.3.2.6 Self motivation and need for independence 

 

Self motivation is the challenges of being entrepreneurial. They do what they do because they 

enjoy doing it, not because they are forced to in any way. Entrepreneurs actually enjoy their work-
often to the exclusion of other things in more ordinary people‟s lives such as spouse and family. But 

ultimately entrepreneurs will always regard their business as „fun‟, and this is one reason they can be 

so passionate about it (Burns, 2005, pp.29-30). 
 

This provides for them an intrinsic motivation and generally people with an intrinsic motivation 

outperform those who undertake tasks because of extrinsic motivation-doing something because of an 
external influence or simply because they “have to” (Burns, 2005, p.30). For entrepreneur, tasks are 

not “have to”, but “can-do” since they mostly love what they are doing. Thus, they could create a self-

motivation which makes them be able to continue what they are doing. Also, with the self-motivation, 

that they can decide to do what they want by themselves. 
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Moreover, entrepreneur is most often seen as the need to be their own boss. Independence has 

different meaning for each group of people and also for group of entrepreneur. It could mean 
controlling your own destiny, doing thing differently or being in a situation where you can fulfill your 

potential (Burns, 2005, p.21). In short, entrepreneur wants to work for their own business, in which 

they could decide the goals and complete them. 

 
In addition, Entrepreneurs also need to have a clear vision of what they want to achieve - a vision that 

stays with them giving hem direction when all around is uncertainty. That is part of the fabric of their 

motivation. It motivates them and also helps bring others with them, both employees and customers. It 
is the cornerstone of their motivation and self-confidence (Burns, 2005, p.30).  

 

We believe that entrepreneur can be successful when they have ability to decide and create business in 
the way they want to since they made decision and try achieve it by their own. This might help 

explaining about the impact on entrepreneur from micro-financial service. Thus, the independence of 

entrepreneur, which micro-financial services might be able to create, will also be investigated. 

 
Apart from entrepreneur characteristics, there are the skill that entrepreneur should have to support 

their business. In next section we will give the view of quality of entrepreneurial services. 

 
 

 3.3.3 Quality of entrepreneurial services 
 

Penrose (1995) described about the quality of entrepreneurial services that entrepreneur 

should have four types of quality to server their firm, which are entrepreneurial versatility, fund-
raising ingenuity, entrepreneurial ambitions, and entrepreneurial judgment (Penrose, 1995, p.35). 

 

In brief, the entrepreneurial versatility is a question of imagination and vision. The versatile type of 

executive service is needed if expansion requires major efforts on the part of the firm to develop new 
markets or entails branching out into new lines of production (Penrose, 1995, pp.36-37). 

 

The fund-raising ingenuity concerns with the success of entrepreneur in finding capital. This depends 
on an entrepreneur‟s ability to create confidence. While the entrepreneurial ambitions can be 

distinguish in two types, “Good-will builders” and “Empire-builder” (Penrose, 1995, pp.37-40).  
 

For entrepreneurs, who seem to be primarily interested in his profitability and growth of their firm as 
an organization for the production and distribution of goods and services, these we might call 

“product-minded” or “workmanship-minded” entrepreneurs or “good-will builders”. They take pride 

in their organization, and from their point of view the 'best' way to make profits is through the 
improvement and extension of the activities of this organization (Penrose, 1995, p.39). 

 

Another type of entrepreneur, “Empire builder”, is of a different order. They are pushed by visions of 
creating a powerful industrial 'empire' extending over a wide area. The empire-builder will be of 

concern in this study only to the extent that he contributes to the process of growth of an industrial 

firm (Penrose, 1995, pp.39-40). 

 
About entrepreneurial judgment, “entrepreneur has to judge with their “good sense”, self-confidence, 

and other personal qualities. It is closely related to the organization of information-gathering and 

consulting facilities within a firm, and it leads into the whole question of the effects of risk and 
uncertainty” (Penrose, 1995, pp.39-41).  

 

This theory might be too complex for the study about rural entrepreneur or entrepreneur from poverty 
background. Nevertheless, it still should be cited since it has described about the right quality of 

entrepreneur in serving their business. Thus, it imply that if entrepreneurs have wrong quality and are 

not be able to serve their business, the negative impact on entrepreneurship could occur. 
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However, the approach of organization does not depend only on entrepreneur, but also the 

organization too. Organization learning is other meaning issue that we have to address since the core 
of micro-financial services is for people by people. Therefore, we describe about the term of 

organization learning in next section. 

 

 

3.4 Organizational learning 
 

 The central concept about organizational learning or learning organization in this section is 

extracted from many literatures. Nevertheless, we will start with the main concept given by Senge 
(1990).  

 

According to Senge (1990),“As the world becomes more interconnected and business becomes more 

complex and dynamic, work must become more „learningful‟. It is no longer sufficient to have one 
person learning for organization. It‟s just not possible any longer to „figure it out‟ from the top, and 

have everyone else following the orders” (Burns, 2005, p.64) 

 
Along with the definition from Day and Sinkula (1994), “Organizational learning is valuable to a firm 

and its customers because it is said to support the understanding and satisfying of customers‟ 

expressed and latent needs through new products, services, and ways of doing business” (Matthing et 
al., 2004, p.481) 

 

Then Flint (2002), Slater and Narver (1995), argued an explanation of organization learning that “a 

firm‟s long-time performance is dependent on both customer satisfactions with the present offering, as 
well as the development of new products and services”. Learning organization combine an ability to 

manage knowledge with an ability to change continuously so as to prove their effectiveness. 

(Matthing et al., 2004, p.481) 
 

Besides, Pedler stated that “a learning organization has been defined as one that facilitates the 

learning of all its members and continuously transforms itself, adapting, changing, developing, and 

transforming themselves in response to the needs, wishes and aspirations of people, inside and 
outside” (Burns, 2005, p.64-65). 

 

Burns also describe that learning organizations continually transforms itself by encouraging 
systematic problem solving, encouraging experimentation and new approaches, learning from past 

experience and history, learning from best practice and outside experience and being skilled at 

transferring knowledge in the organization (Burns, 2005, p.64-65). 
 

Nevertheless, learning organization does not happened only from inside organization, organizations 

do not learn. It is the people within them who do. In order to better understanding the need of the 

customers, it means the organization cannot learn from the top anymore, it has to learn from the 
employee that have interaction with customers and also from customers. Adapt and develop their 

strategy to suit with their customer‟s situation. 

 
Continually developing, learning and acquiring new knowledge is therefore at the heart of a learning 

organization. But knowledge is about more than just information sharing. It is about learning from 

each other and from outside the organization. It is about a better understanding of interrelationships, 
complexities and causalities (Burns, 20005, p.65). It is better to identify that learning process or 

information exchange in organization also is the importance part for drive the organization success. 

 

In brief, learning organization is mean the organization have to gather information from both outside 
and inside in order to continually developing their organization for sustainable development of the 

organization. The organization learning is one of the key issues for entrepreneur to control business, 
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since the knowledge from both outside and inside is importance for business to continue improving to 

fit with the circumstances. It is also important for business that concerns with innovation. 
 

 

3.5 Social Entrepreneurship 
 

 Social entrepreneurship should be included in the literature review because micro-financial 
services are more like not-for-profit business or social business, which viewed by many scholars as a 

part of social entrepreneurship (SE). This might be because SE is also “an unusual „contact point; 

among entrepreneurship, innovation and social change” (Perrini, 2006, p.1). Therefore, when micro-
financial services acts like the contact point for entrepreneurship, innovation and social change, it is 

seen as members of SE. 

 

In this section, we will focus on an introduction to definition and concept of SE including its creation 
of opportunity in the gap since these three subjects could clearly define the term social 

entrepreneurship and provides reader with more ideas or understanding about micro-financial 

services, which is the topic of this graduation project. We expect that our reader will have the same 
picture of micro-financial services as we have after finishing this section.  

 

 

3.5.1 Definition of social entrepreneurship 
 

“Definitions of social entrepreneurship range from broad to narrow”(Austin et al., 2006, p.2). 

Basically, it refers to the combination of two words, which are “social” and “entrepreneurship”. The 

first word, social, concerns with the organization of relations between people and 

communities”(Cowie, 1989, p.1213) while the later word, “entrepreneurship”, was already mentioned 
and discussed in the earlier section that it is an activities that concerns with starting business, 

generating income including profit and being the catalysts for economic change through opportunity 

and risk. 
 

In the former, social entrepreneurship refers to innovative activity with a social objective in either the 

for-profit sector, such as in social-purpose commercial ventures or in corporate social 
entrepreneurship or in the nonprofit sector, or across sectors, such as hybrid structural forms which 

mix for-profit and nonprofit approaches” (Austin et al., 2006, p.2) 

 

Nevertheless, lots of people still wonder what distinguishes social entrepreneurship from its for-profit 
cousin (Martin and Osberg, 2007, p.34). To know the difference, we firstly may have to look at the 

similarity. “Regardless of whether entrepreneurs operate within a market or a not-for-profit context, 

most of them are never fully compensated for the time, risk, effort and capital that they pour into their 
venture” (Martin and Osberg, 2007, p.34). This means both entrepreneurship and social 

entrepreneurship are related to the same factors in running their organizations. 

 

When we know the similarity, it is easier to spot the different and under the narrow definition from 
Austin et al. (2006) one difference was found. According to Austin et al., “Social entrepreneurship 

typically refers to the phenomenon of applying business expertise and market-based skills in the 

nonprofit sector such as when nonprofit organizations develop innovative approaches to earn 
income”(Austin et al, 2006, p.2). As we can see, the approaches of entrepreneurship and social 

entrepreneurship could be same, but the values are different. 

.  
“With business entrepreneurs, wealth creation is a way of measuring value creation” (Dees, 2001, 

p.3). On the other hand, social entrepreneurship aims to “create social value, rather than personal and 

shareholder wealth” (Austin et al, 2006, p.2). Moreover, “the biggest difference, though, is that 

whereas business entrepreneurs are going after a problem from a purely economic viewpoint, social 
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entrepreneurs usually have a vision of something that they would like to solve in the social sector” 

(Perrini, 2006, p.23).  
 

Therefore the activities with the social entrepreneurship could be more “characterized by innovation, 

or the creation of something new rather than simply the replication of existing enterprises or 

practices” (Austin et al, 2006, p.2) since social entrepreneurship didn‟t aim to compete with others 
enterprises, but to create solutions or new approaches for social problem. 

 

Even most of the approaches between entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship are similar, they 
way social entrepreneurs perceive and assess opportunities could be slightly different since the 

opportunity related with social mission becomes the central criterion (Dees, 2001, p.2). Therefore it is 

not surprise to see social entrepreneurs perceive opportunity related with wealth creation as their last 
choice or the choice that they will never look at. 

 

 

3.5.2 Concept of social entrepreneurship 
 

In the previous section, definitions of SE including the similarity and the difference between 
entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship have been discussed. In this section we will continue 

portraying the picture of social entrepreneurship through the explanation about its concept. 

 

No wonder that the concept of SE stands close to the field of entrepreneurship. It is like looking at 
social problems, through an entrepreneurial lens. For Wallace (1999), bringing together the energies 

of three sectors to combat entrenched economic and social problems in urban communities is the 

concept of social entrepreneurship. These three sectors are private interests, community ownership or 
control, and participative democratic structures (Roper and Cheney, 2005, p.98). 

 

While Wallace‟s concept of SE focuses on personal interests and ownership of entrepreneur, Perrini‟s 

concept of SE is more about finding opportunity to launch a venture, which generates profits by 
alleviating a specific social problem. Besides, the concept of SE integrated entrepreneurial and 

innovative perspectives in developing and taking actions, which are designed to create social wealth 

(Perrini, F, 2006, p.15).  
 

Besides, Roper and Cheney (2005) stated that non-profitable or social business is “less hesitant to 

implement concepts and practices from marketing, strategic planning, and systems for the analysis 
and control of costs. In other words, a certain blurring of sector boundaries is taken for granted, often 

as necessary for survival” (Roper and Cheney, 2005, p.98). This confirmed that social entrepreneurs 

have really integrated entrepreneurial perspectives in developing and taking actions with their 

innovative ventures. 
 

In this case, the Grameen (People‟s) Bank of Bangladesh, which involves an elaborate network of 

field representatives who assist citizens, especially women, in the creation of small businesses (Papa 
et al., 1995), could be a classic example for this integrated concept. This is because GB is a social 

entrepreneurial venture of grassroots mobilization through the inspired and innovative efforts of a 

leader, which also demands so much of field officers that overwork, exhaustion, and burnout as many 

others value-driven organizations (Roper and Cheney, 2005, p.100). 
 

 

3.5.3 Creating opportunity in the gap 
 

As mention earlier that opportunity is the focus of entrepreneurs. This is not different in case 
of social entrepreneurs since they also try to seek and spot opportunity. However, social entrepreneurs 

are different from traditional economic entrepreneurs because they have a desire to enhance societal 
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well-being in a sustainable way, to initiate change in society” (Perrini, 2006, p.109).  Thus, this desire 

could always let them spot and create an opportunity in the gap caused by social problem. 
 

According to Barnejee et al. (2008), “the poor obviously ought to have greater control over their lives, 

and social policy must help. But, in practice, their control is severely limited. The poor still can‟t 

access quality health care, nor can they send their children to really good schools, nor set up factories” 
(Banerjee, et al., 2008, p.27). This is one of the gap caused by social problem that entrepreneur could 

spot and create the new opportunity for their venture.  

 
In case of Grameen Bank, this desire also let Muhammad Yunus, the founder of GB; spot the new 

opportunity from the social problem, poverty, in Bangladesh. However, the decided to focus only on 

female and rural borrowers since they are the group of people that do not have power to control over 
their lives, but still have potential to help initiating change in the society by becoming entrepreneur 

themselves.  More about this focus of GB will be explained in the section of empirical studies. 

 

 

3.6 Microfinance 
 

Microfinance, microcredit or micro-financial service has attracted significant attention lately, 

especially after the United Nations designed 2005 as the International Year of Microcredit (Hartarska 
and Holtmann, 2006, p.147). In order to provide clear understanding about micro-financial services, 

the topic of this graduation project, the theoretical point of view concerned with definition of 

microcredit and two significant models of microfinance will be explained.  

 
 

3.6.1 Definition of microfinance or microcredit 
 

The word, microcredit, which was hardly heard before the 1970s, has now become a buzzword (Elahi 

and Danopoulos, 2004, p.644). Therefore the words “microfinance” and “microloans”, which refer to 

the mission, could easily gain their reputation. However, since there is lack of definition for the word 
“microfinance” in the theoretical field, the definition of microcredit will be featured since it also refer 

to the same kind of service.  

 
Before going through all definitions, “it is important to note that the theoretical idea of microcredit 

have been derived from economic theory that forms the foundation of the credit business in non-

communist society” (Elahi  and Danopoulos, 2004, p.645). 

 
The very first adopted definition of microcredit is defined in the Microcredit Summit since 1997 

(Grameen Communications, 2009). With this definition, microcredit is simply explained as all 

programs that “extend small loans to very poor people for self-employment projects that generate 
income, allowing them to care for themselves and their families” (Perrini, 2006, p.34).  

 

Perrini (2006) also stated that the key implication of microcredit is in its name since the word “micro” 
refer to “the small size of the loans made, small size of savings made, the less frequent loans, shorter 

repayment periods and amounts, the micro/local level of activities, the community-based immediacy 

of microcredit” (Perrini, 2006, p.34). This definition has pointed out the objectives of microfinance 

and the character of its loan, but still has not given the explanation why micro-financial services are 
totally different from the commercial loan. 

 

For Maanen (2004),  “microcredit, or microfinance, is banking the unbankables, bringing credit, 
savings and other essential financial services within the reach of millions people who are too poor to 

be served by regular banks, in most cases because they are unable to offer sufficient collateral. In 

general, banks are for people with money, not for people without” (Maanen, G. van, 2004). In short, 

Maanen has given a deeper view of microcredit or microfinance in this definition since the difference 
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between conventional bank and MFIs was explained through the explanation of problem related to 

collateral.  
 

Besides, microfinance is defined as “the provision of a broad range of financial services such as 

deposits, loans, payment services, money transfers, and insurance to poor and low-income households 

and, their microenterprises” (Asian Development Bank, 2009). 
 

However, it is good to note that the definitions are differed from country to country. “Some of the 

defining criteria used include- size - loans are micro, or very small in size target users – micro 
entrepreneurs and low-income households utilization - the use of funds - for income generation, and 

enterprise development, but also for community use (health/education) etc. terms and conditions - 

most terms and conditions for microcredit loans are flexible and easy to understand, and suited to the 
local conditions of the community” (Grameen Communications, 2009).  

 

For this graduation project, we adopted the first definition mentioned in the Microcredit Summit when 

cite about microfinance or microcredit. However, when refer to micro-financial services; we prefer to 
integrate this definition with Maanen‟s definition.  

 

 

3.6.2 Microfinance models 
 

Regarding to business, entrepreneurship, and innovation, “one of the biggest problems facing 

people living below the poverty line is the difficulty of getting access to banking and financial 

services. As a result they are often dependent on moneylenders and other unofficial sources – and are 
often charged at exorbitant rates if they do borrow. This makes it hard to save and invest – and puts a 

major barrier in the way of breaking out of this spiral through starting new entrepreneurial venture” 

(Bessant, Tidd, 2007, p.302).  

 
Thus, “it‟s tempting to assume that, because the poor need help, they will grasp opportunities with 

both hands to improve their lives. It‟s easy to think that, with microcredit, they will become 

entrepreneurs” (Banerjee, et al., 2008, p.27).  
 

However, Adams and Von Pischke (1992) and Yaron (1992) suggested that “though the microcredit 

sector, by definition, caters to the economically disadvantaged, there is a degree of support for the 

view that microcredit providers should charge interest rates so that the lending programs become 
“sustainable” (Shankar, 2007, p.1332). This is because the poor might misunderstand that they do not 

have to pay back because loan does not seem like loan without interest. Besides, the reasonable 

interest rates could cover all the operation cost of MFIs and let them free from the donors. 
 

Nevertheless as mentioned in the previous section that the definitions of microfinance are differed 

from country to country. Thus, it is not surprise to find out that the microfinance models could also be 
differed from country to country. Nevertheless, in this graduation project, only two kind of models 

will be explained since they are the models that belong to the chosen case studies, Grameen Bank and 

ICICI Bank.  

 
 

3.6.3 The Grameen model 
 

The Grameen model had established in 1983 by Professor Muhammad Yunus, Head of the 

Rural Economics Program at the University of Chittagong, southeast Bangladesh. His idea about 
Grameen model and Grameen bank were actually derived from the reality surrounded him. 

 

According to Bessant and Tidd (2007), “one of the biggest problems facing people living below the 
poverty line is the difficulty of getting access to banking and financial services and depending on 
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moneylenders and other official sources” (Bessant and Tidd, 2007, p.302).Yunus also saw this 

problem everyday and finally told himself that “nothing in the economic theories I taught reflected the 
life around me” (Sengupta and Aubuchon, 2008, p.10).  

 

That is when he started to “ventured into the nearby village of Jobra” (Sengupta and Aubuchon, 2008, 

p.10) and realized that “Poor people are bonsai people” (Yunus, 2007, p.54) because lack of access to 
credit held them in poverty (Sengupta and Aubuchon, 2008, p.10), This actually means there is 

nothing wrong with the seeds of the bonsai, but society has just never given them a base to grow.  

Thus, if someone creates an enabling environment for them,   the poor will be allowed to “unleash 
their energy and creativity”(Yunus, 2007, p.54) The poverty will vanish from their life very quickly. 

 

At that time, Yunus believe in this idea so much that he decided to take experimenting on his personal 
basis. Then he undertook a small research project in a village near the Chittagong University. The 

project went on to test his hypothesis about the bonsai that “if financial resources were made available 

to the poor at reasonable terms and conditions, the poor could generate productive employment 

without external assistance” (Sarker, 2001, p. 4). The aim of this project is “to examine the possibility 
of designing a credit delivery system to provide banking services targeted at the rural poor” (Bessant 

and Tidd, 2007, p.302). 

 
Finally, the idea about the poor lack of access to credit lines despite their productive capacity in this 

project has become reality. “Based on the belief that every human being is able to help herself, he 

started by providing microfinance, convinced that offering small loans would enable borrowers either 
to establish a small business or to grow and expand an existing business” (Mair and Schoen, 2007, 

p.60). The result of this research project is the birth of Grameen Bank, which is the bank that totally 

different from most conventional banks because it does not require collateral.  

 
Normally the commercial banks will grants credit based on collateral assets, but Grameen give loans 

without any kind of collateral. This is because the collateral has been replaced by peer pressure and 

social sanctions. With this policy, “GB has been successful in overcoming the problems of 
informational asymmetry often found in rural financial markets” (Hassan and Renteria-Guerrero, 

1997, p.1489).  

 

That is how the Grameen Bank pioneered microfinance as a means of supplying capital to low-income 
producers (Tassel, 2000, p.929). The model used by Grameen bank is sometimes called joint liability 

group model since joint liability loan contract is “one of the more distinguishing characteristics” 

(Tassel, 2000, p.929) of Grameen approach. 
  

Basically, the primary unit that could lend money from Grameen Bank is a group of 5 members, who 

are typically neighbors in the village (Sengupta and Aubuchon, 2008, p.12), that organize and apply 
for loan (Mustafa and Ismailov, 2008, p.18). “The extremely poor can get small loans at GB if they 

form groups of five people. Each member of the group receives an individual loan; however, they are 

mutually responsible for all five credits” (Hassan and Renteria-Guerrero, 1997, p.1489). However, 

these five members will not get the loan at the same time.  
 

At the first time loan is granted for only two members. “If these two members become successful to 

repay amount, then four to six weeks later, next two members are granted for loan. Last one member 
will be eligible for loan if previous two repay loan successfully” (Mustafa and Ismailov, 2008, p.18). 

Thus, everyone in the group gives and receives peer pressure from each other. This pressure is one of 

the forces that made them pay back. 

 

This pressure is powerful because it works as social collateral since everyone knows that if anyone of 

group member will default in her loan, whole group will be disqualified for further loan (Mustafa and 

Ismailov, 2008, p.18). Nevertheless the bank also helps their borrowers pay back by setting the 
weekly repayment rate at 10 percent per annum. 
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According to Sengupta and Aubuchon (2008), at first Grameen bank will grant small loan, which 

generally less than $100, will require the borrower to repay 10 percent amount, at rate of per annum, 
weekly ( Sengupta and Aubuchon, 2008, p.12).  “This repayment ensures to user for loan security, and 

also encourages them for savings. Along with five percent of loan deposited in group account for 

emergency and social need. For example, in case of need of health care of any one member, in case of 

emergency, this five percent deposit will be use”(Mustafa and Ismailov, 2008, p.12). Moreover, the 
weekly repayment also let the borrowers discover the problems of repayment early (Sengupta and 

Aubuchon, 2008, p.12). 

.  
Besides, each group has its own president and secretary to coordinate all activities among their own 

group and to communicate and coordinate with other groups. Eight groups are then organized at 

center level, by which a bank officer deal with these all eight groups. The center of these eight groups 
also has its own center chief and center group leader (Mustafa and Ismailov, 2008, p.18). 

 

With this pattern, Grameen Bank has “created a slightly different value network” (Yunus, 1999, p.72) 

in which people could take care and empower each other. Besides, the pattern of joint liability lending 
has transferred the operational costs from the bank onto the community of borrowers (Sengupta and 

Aubuchon, 2008, p.12), which is also the benefit for borrowers because the interest rate is not affected 

from the operational cost that much. 
 

About the focus of the founder or the bank on alleviating poverty for women in Bangladesh, (Mair 

and Schoen, 2007, p.60) it could be explained by the cultural context of Bangladesh, where “hunger 
and poverty are more women‟s issues than men‟s” (Yunus, 1999, p.72). For this reason, if one family 

had limited amount of food, male family members will have priority to eat as much as they want. 

Then if there were something left, female members could eat. If not, they have to starve. That is why 

Yunus believes that Grameen Bank should firstly help the women.  
 

The Grameen model was designed for women also because of another reason; women could help 

bringing more people out of poverty. According to Yunus (2008), "the money going to the family 
through women brought so much more benefit to the family than the same amount of money going to 

the family through men” (Parker, 2008). They could change the family and the society faster because 

they hardly go out of poverty alone without their families.  

 
So far the joint liabilities model “is the most celebrated lending innovation by the Grameen Bank” 

(Sengupta and Aubuchon, 2008, p.12). However, there is also another model that plays an important 

role in poverty eradication. That model is the model used by ICICI bank, which will be mentioned in 
the next section. 

 

 

3.6.4 The ICICI model 
 

In India, there are numerous ways in which the poor can access credit through informal and 

semiformal institutions. The poor, in the absence of formal institutions, often must resort to the 

informal sector, which is characterized by monopolistic practices and exorbitant interest rates – at 

times even in the form of human capital (Prahalad, 2008, p.292).  
 

ICICI Bank, the second-largest banking institution in India, sees the problem of that situation and tries 

to help their customers who are from the poverty background to have a better life by using the micro-
finance to be one of the important programs in the bank.  ICICI outlined three strategic goals: to 

increase banking penetration in rural areas through innovative ways of defining distribution points, to 

prepare rather than react to the increasingly important rural market, and to support the downtrodden as 
a good corporate citizen. All these goals were aimed toward enabling the poorest of the poor 

(Prahalad, 2008, p.294).    
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The bank sees a real opportunity in this area because many of the problems and risks with 

microfinance could be alleviated by the capital, expertise, scale, and reach of a major bank. By 
entering the microfinance field, ICICI has taken on the role of social mobilization as well as financial 

intermediation (Prahalad, 2008, p.295-296).  

 

The most popular model for dispensation of microcredit in India is the group-lending Model (Shankar, 
2007, p. 1331). The group lending model entails certain peculiar costs such as group formation costs 

and costs on training the borrowers prior to loan disbursement. Besides, there is high degree of 

supervision and high frequency (usually weekly or bi-monthly) of installment payments (Shankar, 
2007, p. 1332). 

 

Therefore, ICICI bank also uses the Self-Help Group (SHG) structure as the tool to lets the borrowers 
take charge in control and motivate by themselves. Under this model, SHG set up from 15-20 

individuals. The bank lends to groups after the incubation period (Ananth, 2005, p.58). 

 

ICICI Bank develops a simple three-tier system. Under this system, the highest level was a bank 
employee called a Project manager. The project manager oversaw the activities of six coordinators, 

approved loan applications for the area manager, and helped with the development of the SHGs. The 

coordinator was an SHG group member who had a contractual relationship with the bank. She was 
overlooking the actions of six promoters (Prahalad, 2008, p.302). 

 

In brief, the promoters‟ primary responsibility was the formation of new groups. However, there is an 
election of promoter every year and the person, who is elected, will then become a social service 

consultant (SSC). This SSC‟s primary responsibility is to form new SHGs in neighboring villages and 

thus expand the SHG network (Prahalad, 2008, pp.302-303). 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Structure of SHGs model of ICICI Bank. 

 

 
In SHG hierarchy, a coordinator overlooks the activities of 120 groups. While each promoter in 

charge of 20 groups (See Figure 2). According to Prahalad (2008), the key of this model is “The 

Promoters” since they must form 20 groups per year (Prahalad, 2008, p.58).  
 

Thus, the promoters are financially compensated for the successful information of new groups. The 

promoters could successfully form the groups because they are part of it and they understand the 
village culture or even speak the language of the groups that they deal with. Moreover, they carry 

credibility because they have been successful SHG and also indentified from the local communities. 

As a result, the organization system is quiet unique (Prahalad, 2008, p. 59). Here is the brief 

organization system of ICICI bank. 
 

Project Manager (ICICI Bank Staff) 

Coordinator (Social Service consultant) 

Promoter (Social Service consultant) 

6 Coordinators 

      6 Promoters 
         120 SHGs 

    20 SHGs 
400 Members 
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1. The basic unit of analysis is the SHG is 20 members. Loans are given to the SHG and the group 

decides how to partition the money it receives as loans. The bank does not lend to individuals 
(Prahalad, 2008, p.59). 

2. Market development is also handled by SHG veterans (Prahalad, 2008, p.59). 

3. The coordinators are also from local communities in which they work. Their work is primarily 

focused on training and supervising the promoters (Prahalad, 2008, p.59). 
4. The concept of structure and the management process is built from the bottom up (Prahalad, 2008, 

p.59). 

 
The coordinators and the promoters work closely with the bank personnel who support their efforts. 

They are not considered official employees of the bank but rather like contracted agents that perform 

a very particular function. These people have passed through various levels of election and are 
considered to be the most talented and motivated members (Prahalad, 2008, p.302-304).  

 

However, there is no specific incentive for the SSC to play this ongoing role, which has associated 

expenses in terms of employee time. Pricing to the clients under this model is not based on full costs, 
as the costs of promotion and those of transactions handled by the SSC are not included (Ananth, 

2005, p.58). This is the method that ICICI bank applied, in same time, there is no cost to consider 

since it use borrowers manager their services by themselves. 
 

Apart from the studies of micro-financial services provided by Grameen Bank and ICICI Bank, the 

conventional bank will also be mentioned and compared with these two banks since it helps pointing 
out the different impact of the typical loan and the micro-loans. Thus, we will also discuss about the 

theoretical perspectives of conventional banks system in the next section. 

 

 

3.6.5 Conventional Banks System 
 

Overall there are lots of differences between conventional or typical commercial bank 

and the MFIs, but in this graduation project we will focus mainly on the process. First of all, 

we will look at the process of screening clients to be the borrowers. 

 

In the conventional bank, “screening borrowers is a widely activity that has widely been 

recommended by, among others. The recommendation has been widely put to use in the banking 
sector in the form of credit assessment”(Peterson and Bohman, 2008, p.325). 

 

Conventional banks look at what has already been acquired by a person. Besides, they also owned by 
the rich, generally men (Grameen, 2009). Thus, sometimes it is hard or impossible for impoverished 

women to get the loans from the bank because the bank does not even want to screen their collaterals. 

 
 One of the best examples is the case of Anita Roddick, The Body Shop‟s founder and the successful 

entrepreneur, who tried to get the loan from the bank in England in the '70s England, but was refused. 

Then her husband, Gordon Roddick, came to present the same business plan to the bank and was 

approved. Thus, it is not surprise that we can still see this case happen again and again in the 
developing countries.  

 

Moreover, the main objective of the conventional banks is to maximize profit. Therefore, when a 
borrower is taking more time in repaying the loan than it was agreed upon, the conventional banks 

will go into „punishment‟ process which they call these borrowers “defaulters” (Grameen, 2009). 

 

The situation even worse when a client gets into difficulty because the conventional banks will be 
worried about their money and start making all efforts to recover their money including taking over 

the collateral (Grameen, 2009) instead of starting the process that could help their clients to pay back.  
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Lastly, in conventional banks charging interest does not stop unless specific exception is made to a 

particular defaulted loan. That is why interest charged on a loan can be multiple of the principal, 
depending on the length of the loan period. The conventional banks do not pay attention to what 

happens to the borrower‟s families as results of taking loans from the banks (Grameen, 2009). They 

do not have any process for following up their clients.  

 
At this point, we have completed the discussion about definition of microfinance or microcredit, the 

models of microfinance and the differences of conventional bank when compared with MFIs. In the 

next section, we will discuss about disadvantages of micro-financial services from theoretical 
perspective since we also aim to study the impact that disadvantages could create on entrepreneurship. 

 

 

3.7 Disadvantage of micro-financial services 
 

 As mentioned earlier that in this graduation project we would like to demonstrate not only the 

advantages of micro-financial services, but also the disadvantages since they might reveal the new 
aspects of correspondences or correlations between micro-financial service and entrepreneurship in 

this study. Thus, the theoretical perspective along with the perspective from the economic point of 

view about disadvantages of micro-financial services will be presented in this section. 

 
According to Mishra (2005) the loans  provided by MFIs, does not reach to the poorest of the poor 

(Mishra, 2005, pp.185-200), while the study from Hulme et al (1996) and Johnson et al (1996) have 

shown that the upper and middle of the poor are the most benefit from micro-financial services. 
However, we think these data still not cover the scope of micro-financial services discussed in this 

graduation paper. Then, we found another opinion from Roth (1997), which reveals the limitation of 

micro-financial service from the social factors and the rural area by showing that this kind of service 
has limited market for entrepreneur to pursue (Roth, 1997, pp.16-19). 

 

First of all, Mishra stated that the poor often remains poor not because lack of access to credit, but 

because their relative powerlessness. In attributing the cause of poverty to insufficient access to credit, 
micro finance evangelists obscure the generative mechanism behind much poverty an unequal 

distribution of powers at the local, national and international level (Mishra, 2005, p.190). 

 
Then Hulme et al. (1996) indicated that the wealthier segments of the target groups seem to benefit 

the most. This is the case for a range of reasons. The wealthier the individual of household mean the 

greater the range of investment opportunities. The richer poor have the ability to take on riskier, more 

rewarding investments, without threatening their minimum need for survival. Aside from better 
returns to wealthier investors, the poorest of the poor often exclude themselves from larger loans, not 

wanting to jeopardize their access to future credit by gaining a reputation for being uncreditworthy. 

 
The Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP) was established by the World Bank to finance and 

facilitate the development of an enormous number of micro credit schemes that set themselves up to 

be judged by their impact on the poorest of the poor. The results of the few empirical studies related 
to the impact of micro credit schemes seem to suggest that they benefited the richest segment of poor 

(Hulme et al., 1996) and that is why the poorest of the poor still have no way to access source of fund. 

 

The same studies about the impact of 13 micro credit schemes in Asia, Africa and South America for 
improving incomes indicated unanimously that the benefits of those schemes under study were not 

scale neutral, i.e., the upper and middle income poor tended to benefit more than the poorest of the 

poor. This was due to a number of factors (Hulme et al 1996, p.109 and Johnson et al 1996, p.84)  
 

These factors were also cited by Roth (1997) and Mishra (2005). Here are the mentioned factors: 

“1) The wealthier the individual/household the greater the range of investment opportunities.  
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2) The poorest households/individuals are often only able to invest in the least lucrative 

entrepreneurial activities. 
3) The richer poor have the ability to take on riskier and more rewarding investments, without 

threatening their minimum needs for survival. Those with higher income have greater access and 

ability to buy and assimilate market information.  

4) The richer poor are liable to invest more (in absolute terms) and thus reap much bigger rewards. 
 5) If the use of the loan is not specified, the poorest of the poor will always have a tendency to use a 

greater proportion of the loan for consumption purpose than that of the middle or upper income poor. 

6) The poorest of the poor often exclude themselves from larger loans, “not wanting to jeopardize 
their access to future credit by gaining a reputation for being un-credit-worthy”.  

7) Rural markets have a limited capacity to absorb new products. These markets relatively saturate 

quickly with current goods and services. Poor entrepreneurs are often not able to trade their goods and 
services in urban centers because of their limited funds” (Mishra, 2005, pp.188-189 and Roth, 1997, 

p.21) 

 

Regarding reduction of vulnerability created by the poorest of the poor, result of the survey on 10 
micro finance institutions has shown that over half of the institutions simply excluded the “poorest of 

the poor” outright or allowed only a very small percentage to take part in their schemes. Of those who 

engaged with the poorest, the result of the loans in respect of increases in asset holdings seems 
inconclusive since there has been a mix of increased asset holdings and high rates of enterprise 

failure. In short, none of the institutions influenced investment in risk reducing activities. Besides, 

only 2 institutions gave additional entitlements during crisis periods (Hulme et al, 1996, pp.116-117). 
 

Whether these trends are global and inherent to micro finance institutions in developing countries is 

open to debate. However, for reasons mentioned above, the “poorest of the poor” always benefit the 

least and always are regarded as the riskiest clients (Hulme et al, 1996, pp.116-117). 
 

Besides, there is a trade-off between the financial success of micro finance institutions and the 

number of clients they draw from the “poorest of the poor”. Perhaps the most worrying finding of this 
is that there is a trend of many of the micro finance institutions to exclude the “poorest of the poor”, in 

spite of all the lip service paid for serving this group (Hulme et al, 1996, pp.116-117). 

 

Many social factors also prevent the establishment of enterprises or, at least, mitigate against their 
chances of success. Not all groups of people have values central to entrepreneurial success -

competitiveness, the need for achievement, and the pursuit of profit or strong notions of private 

property (Roth 1997, p. 18).  
 

Roth (1997) gave an explanation about the limit of micro credit that “incentives for starting new rural 

enterprises or developing existing ones that it may be unaffected by the existence of cheap or more 
accessible credit for two reasons. Firstly, in rural areas in developing countries, the market for any 

good or service is, compared to developed countries, highly imperfect and unstable” (Roth, 1997, 

p.17). 

 
Secondly, the incentive to become entrepreneur higher levels of income is not significant if there are 

no consumer goods to buy with the new income.  With the non-availability of consumer goods, the 

marginal utility of additional cash earnings is close to zero (Roth 1997, p. 17). 
 

Furthermore, the study of Roth (1997) has shown that there are even the societies, which does not use 

money in their transactions and do not have a great deal of private property. The Khoisan people, in 
the deserts of Northern Namibia, or at least those of them who have not yet urbanized, are 

traditionally migratory. They do not use money or any other equivalent to facilitate their barter 

relationships.  They do not have any culture of accumulation and live through traditional hunting and 

gathering. It is highly unlikely that access to credit will solve any of the development needs expressed 
by this community. (Roth, 1997, p.18) 
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The list of factors that can cause the failure of rural micro enterprises projects is by no means 

exhaustive. They capture some of the most significant categories of reasons why rural micro 
enterprises can fail. One could go on at length providing reasons - geographical, macro-economic 

(inflation, trade tariffs) etc. The point of this is simply to illustrate that credit is not a sufficient 

condition for rural development; it is not even a sufficient condition for ensuring the success of rural 

micro enterprises. (Roth, 1997, pp.18-19) 
 

The disadvantage of micro-financial service is depending on the organization which provides this kind 

of service. It should not only let the poverty borrow money, but it should take part in encourage, 
advice and also give them a hand to help the borrower create and sustain their business. 

 

According from these many factors above, Mishra (2005) argue that “the additional limiting factors in 
the many countries are the lack of political will, static mindset of the people, societal value system, 

and lack of entrepreneurship, limited market and absence of a sound infrastructural footing. Thus, it 

can be concluded that micro credit scheme as such is not a failure by itself. What matters most is how 

best micro credits are being utilized and in what conditions (Mishra, 2005, p. 200). 
 

Therefore, institutions of micro credit should address itself to its implantation and limiting conditions 

for its revival and make it economically viable if they have to play a greater role for developing rural 
areas in a region or in a country” (Mishra, 2005, p. 200). 

 

To sum up, the main disadvantage of micro-financial services is that the money still could not reach 
the poorest of the poor (the person who really want it) and the limitation of the market opportunity in 

that area. 
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4. Empirical studies  
 

While the previous section has presented theoretical perspective through reviews of 

literatures, this section would rather portray real world situation of the micro-financial services 

through studies of empirical data, which focus only on the services provided by Grameen Bank of 
Bangladesh and the ICICI Bank of India 

 

These empirical studies consist of both primary and secondary data. Somehow as mention previously 
that only the primary data of Grameen Bank has been collected via pre-code interview with the 

borrowers since the attempt to collect primary data of ICICI Bank was failed.  

 
This primary data will be summarized and present in the form of table with the summarized 

description along with the secondary data from others sources. Apart from portraying the real world 

situation, the empirical data in this section will also be used as supporting evidences in the analysis 

section later on. 
 

 

4.1 Micro-financial service: the case of Grameen bank 
 

 The scope of empirical data concerned with the Grameen bank is quite broad and various. To 
answer to research question and sub-questions in this graduation project, only innovation process, 

focus on female and rural borrowers and disadvantages will be present. However, the disadvantages 

will be mentioned separately.  
 

4.1.1 Innovation process of Grameen Bank  
 

 Peter Drucker (1986) stated that “the sources of innovations are many and result from a 

conscious, purposeful search within a company or an organization for opportunities like unexpected 

occurrences, incongruities, process needs etc. Outside the company in the social and intellectual 
environment exist additional sources of opportunities like new knowledge and new technology, 

changes in people´s needs, values and perception”(Ekman, 2009, p.3). 

 

For Grameen bank, the social environment outside its organization is also the sources of new 
knowledge that the bank uses for improving its innovation process to be fit with the circumstances 

and also for sustainable development of the bank. 

 
Same as innovation, the innovation process of Grameen bank, such as, its management culture and 

style also depends and changes on people‟s needs. As Yunus mentioned the bank believed that if a 

borrower gets into trouble and cannot pay back her loan, it is bank responsibility to help them by 
going back and fixing its policy. Thus most of the Grameen Bank‟s rules are very flexible so they can 

be adjusted to the requirements of the borrower (Changnak et al., 2009, p.3). With this culture and 

style, the repayment process of GB becomes very flexible. 

 
Repayment process of the Grameen bank has developed to be suited with the need of borrowers as the 

bank split the loan amount in tiny weekly installments. Then the borrowers can easily pay back 

without too much stress. “Doing business this way means a lot of work for the bank, but it is a lot 
convenient for the borrowers” (Grameen, 2009). 

 

Besides, the interest will not charge more in any case. As mention in the official website of GB that 
“under no circumstances total interest on a loan can exceed the amount of the loan, no matter how 

long the loan remains unrepaid. No interest is charged after the interest amount equals the principal” 

(Grameen, 2009). It has shown that the culture of business world, profit maximization, not even exist 

in GB. 
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As a lender screening borrowers, who come with free collateral, might be a big risk, but amazingly 
that the GB has a 99 percent repayment rate, which is attributed to the method of joint liability. For 

this reason, anyone and everyone qualify for a loan (Fast Company, 2008) and turn from people, who 

have no income and jobs to be self-employed.  

 
According to the interview with 10 borrowers of the GB in Kadamtali, a district of Dhaka (a capital 

city of Bangladesh), 7 out 10 becomes self-employed after taking loans from the Grameen bank since 

they could set up their own businesses as showing in the following table.   
 

 

Age What did the borrowers use 

the money for? 

Amount of loans 

from bank (TK) 

Comment 

20 Tailor business 5,000  

25 Tailor business 100,000  

38 - 10,000 Support her husband business 

24 Purchase cow 5,000  

22 Purchase cow 5,000  

35 - 50,000 Support her husband business 

28 Grocery shop 200,000  

21 Candle light 50,000  

32 Vegetable business 15,000  

28 - 10,000 Support her husband business 
 
*approximately 95.60 TK = 1€ (currency on May 26, 2009) 

 

Table 1: Information of Grameen borrowers obtained through the field interview at Janatabug, East 
Donia, Sympur, Kadamtali Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

 

In the secondary data, micro-financial services provided by the Grameen bank are used for small 

things like chickens, clothing, and personal enterprise (Fast Company, 2008). Same activities were 
found in Kadamtali. 

 

As shown in table 1, the other 3 borrowers, who could not be categorized as self-employed, still 
indirectly concern with the self-employment since they use the loans for supporting their husband 

business. These answers were obtained when asking whether they spend this money on improving 

their existed businesses. Surprisingly the female borrowers also loans to help their husband.  

 
“In Bangladesh today, Grameen Bank and other large and small microcredit programs are estimated to 

reach 15 million poor families by the end of 2005, making it the most saturated microcredit market in 

the world” (Morshed, 2006, pp.6-7). The interview with the borrowers has implied that if most of 
these 15 million poor families do as the villagers of Kadamtali do, the rate of self-employed or 

business owner in Bangladesh might greatly increase.  

 
Moreover, as the Grameen bank realized that their female clients are too poor to travel to the bank or 

are not allowed to go out because they are female. Thus, another innovation process has been created 

to serve their borrowers.   

 
“Grameen Bank's 23,689 staffs meet 7.84 million borrowers at their door-step in 84,237 villages 

spread out all over Bangladesh, every week, and deliver bank's service” (Grameen, 2009). With this 

approach the organizational structure of GB also become highly decentralized.  
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In order to reach every borrowers at their door-step, Grameen Bank has opened lots of branches in the 

rural areas, because Yunus believe that “the bank should go to the people instead of people go to the 
bank” (Grameen, 2009). That is how the Grameen bank ended up with giving independence to every 

other branch.“Branches are independent profit maximizing units, which borrow money from the head 

office”(M. Kabir Hassan, Luis Renteria-Guerrero, p.5, 1997).  

 
Furthermore, the Grameen Bank also encourages poor people to save their family money in their bank 

account.  “Every year GB staffs evaluate their work and check whether the socio-economic situation 

of GB members is improving. GB evaluates poverty level of the borrowers using ten indicators” 
(Grameen, 2009). One of the 10 indicators for evaluating from their staffs is that the borrower could 

maintain an average annual balance of Tk. 5,000 in her savings accounts (10 Indicators is shown in 

Appendix V).  
 

In brief, free collateral and door-step approach are the innovation process of Grameen bank that was 

designed to serve the need of the borrowers before they could take the microfinance. Then flexible 

repayment is the innovation process which could help them to pay back without worrying that the 
interest will go too high. Besides, the Grameen bank also encourages their borrower to start saving 

since it could create sustainable way to get out of poverty. 

 

4.2.1 What actually happened when the Grameen Bank focuses only on female 

and rural borrowers? 
 

 According to Perrini (2006), “the opportunity is the focus of entrepreneurs. This is not 

different in case of social entrepreneurs since they also try to seek and spot opportunity” (2006, 
p.109).  Thus, this desire could always let them spot and create an opportunity in the gap caused by 

social problem. 

 
 In Bangladesh, the gap between man and women still exist. The Grameen bank spots this situation as 

social problems or gap that the bank could create the opportunity. Thus, GB decided to focus on 

women in Bangladesh and create lending micro-financial services that suits with them.  

 
“Poor rural women represent the most vulnerable group in Bangladesh-- they are isolated and 

deprived. Although women contribute considerably to rural economic activities, women gain neither 

recognition nor status from their work. They do not own land, are not allowed to be educated, and are 
socialized to think of themselves as being inferior to men” (Jansen and Pippard, 1998, p. 104). The 

poor rural women in Bangladesh seem to have less authorization than men in many situations. 

 
Besides, in Bangladesh it is not easy or even impossible to reach women if you were men. This is 

because men are not even allowed to go and communicate with the women in the village. In this case, 

you could reach her the usual response still can be, "No, I don't need money. Why should I need 

money? Give it to my husband" (Grameen, 2009). That was also the beginning of GB.  
 

However, the bank repeated asking village after village and person after person. It took a long time for 

a woman to believe that she can take money, use it or even earn it (Grameen, 2009) by herself. It does 
not mean that these women did not need money. They need, but they have never had the rights to do 

anything. These are the real situation in Bangladesh that worsen the poverty problems and also 

increase the gap between rich and poor or man and woman.  
 

In the beginning of Grameen Bank that had no female borrowers dared to borrow money from bank. 

Yunus, the founder of Grameen, tried so hard to get to female poor people by providing woman field 

workers to talk and be a pilot project; he said “very early on in the process of trying to convince 
women to become Grameen Bank borrowers, we realized that having female bank workers made the 

job a great deal easier. The process of breaking down fear was always my greatest challenge and it 

was made easier by the careful work and gentle voices of my female workers”(Yunus, 1999, pp. 77-
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78). But nowadays, Grameen has well known in every villages of Bangladesh, so their workers don‟t 

need to be just women but men can work there as well.  
 

 “One of the goals at Grameen bank is to help impoverished women escape from the clutches of abject 

poverty by providing them low-interest, micro-credit loans. When provided with the loans, the women 

are requested to take the following sixteen decisions (show in the Appendix IV), which many take 
very seriously and which change their lives”(Grameen, 2009).  

 

In creating the Grameen Bank, Yunus believes that everyone could be entrepreneur if they are in the 
right conditions. Right condition for village women might be capital that supports them in creating 

sustainable businesses while right condition for street beggars might be a support network of their 

peers to keep them accountable (Patrick, 2008).  
 

Besides, Yunus also stated that a seed from the tallest tree, planted in a pot will not grow. Thus, all 

early entrepreneurs should remember that success requires the right environment, persevere and 

improve what entrepreneurs can control by themselves (Patrick, 2008).  
 

That means women could also become entrepreneur if they are in the condition that support them to 

grow. Because GB is observing that “the actual behavior of the people they lent money to, they found 
that giving credit to poor women brings more benefits to a family than giving it to men. When men 

make money, they tend to spend it on themselves, but when women make money, they bring benefits 

to the whole family, particularly the children. Thus, lending to women creates a cascading effect that 
brings social benefits as well as economics benefits to the whole family and ultimately to the entire 

community” (Yunus, 2007, p.55).  

 
From GB‟s “experience has shown that poor women prove to be better microcredit clients than men. 

Poor women tend to use their loans for income generation rather than consumption. They are 
therefore better able to keep up with weekly payments. This is so because they tend to invest the gains 

that they make from credit into meeting more effectively the needs of the family” (Morshed, 2006, 

p.12). In short, women can be the better clients than men, because they always think of their family.    
 

In addition, the interview with women, who take loan from GB in Bangladesh, also reveals the same 

case. For instance, Shalee, a Grameen borrower from Janatabug (a village in Dhaka), has firstly joined 
Grameen in 2005. Then in 2009 the total amount of loan that she borrows is 100,000 taka. Mainly 

Shalee spends this loan on creating her own business, which is a tailor shop.  So far she still has 

ability to keep up with her weekly payment at the amount of 2,500 taka and still have money to 

maintain her business. 
 

At the same village, Shahana, a 20 years old borrower, has firstly joined Grameen in 2009. Her first 

loan is 5,000 taka. Shahana took loan from Grameen bank because she also would like to create her 
own business concerned with tailor. She is also a good client of Grameen bank since she pay back 

regularly at the amount of 125 taka per week. When compare with Shalee, Shahana pays a way less, 

but this is because her amount of loan is way less than Shalee‟s loan. 

 
Today, the situation in developing countries is suitable for stimulating entrepreneurship. Because of 

unemployment rate already high and the young generation are rapidly growing. Entrepreneurship is 

often the only possible solution to survive in developing country (Ekman and Ekman, 2009, p.2). That 
is why the micro-financial service provided by GB could help lots of people to start generating 

income by themselve. 

 
Referring to the empirical data concerned with the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh above, it has shown 

that women can also be self-employed and go out of poverty if she has access to the fund. In this case, 

micro-financial service provided by GB acts as a significant source of fund for impoverished people 

especially women.  Then the empirical data about ICICI bank will be discussed in the next section. 
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4.2 Micro-financial service: the case of ICICI bank 
 
Normally when we talk about India, actuality it is capitalizing on its large number of well-educated 

people skilled in English to become a major software services and software workers. Estimate 

population in India is 1,148 million, which made India be the second-most populous country in the 
world (CIA Factbook, 2008). However, there is a gap between rich and poor people, as figure 3 

shown, during year 2000 to 2008 the percentage of population who is below poverty line is around 

25-35% of total population (Index Mundi, 2008). 
 

Especially from 2001 to 2002, there is a dramatic decline in the percentage of population who is 

below poverty line. As shown in this figure, the percentage falls from around 35% to around 25%. 

This is because India government had adopted a new survey method, which brings more effective 
result than before (Index Mundi, 2008). 

 

“In India, the poverty line for the urban areas is Rs. 296 per month and for rural areas Rs. 276 per 
month, i.e. people in India who earn less than Rs. 10 per day. This amount will buy food equivalent to 

2200 calories per day, medically enough, to prevent death. At this level of earning, even in a poor 

country like India, survival on Rs. 10 per day is a nightmare. This actually translates to Rs. 3650 per 

year or US $ 75 per year” (Wake up call for India, 2006). 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Population below poverty line in India (%) 

Source: Index Mundi, 2008 

 
This information has shown that India has a serious poverty problem in their country. Fortunately, 

there are lots of governmental and non-governmental organizations, which concern about the gap 

between rich and poor people, plans to lend a hand to this situation, which was help India reduce the 
poverty lines. In this case, we would like to give information from one of the bank in India “ICICI 

bank” in microfinance sector as ours empirical study. 
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4.2.1 Why do ICICI establish micro-finance services into its commercial 

organization? 
 

In general, ICICI bank provides many financial services as usual bank. However, the bank 
statement is “Towards a better life”, which means the ICICI bank was formed with the objective of 

supporting India‟s growth and development. Also there are too many people from poverty background 

that cannot access to the normal financial service in usual bank. This is one of the factors that made 
ICICI bank decide to enter the microfinance field because there certainly was and still a huge demand 

for credit in rural areas.  

 

With the belief that rural market could become the engine for future growth, ICICI began looking at 
how rural banking could be done profitably (Prahalad, 2008, pp.289-292). According to ICICI bank in 

Microfinance, “Banking with poverty is challenging since the nature of demand from poverty 

borrower and nature of supply from conventional banking was not poised to meet these demands” (see 
Table 2 below). 

 

 

Nature of Demand 

(from poverty borrower) 

Nature of Supply 

(from conventional banking) 

 Doorstep banking 
 High cost of service delivery 

 Flexibility in timings 
 Timings and procedures: Rigid and in 

flexible 

 Timely availability of services 
 High transaction cost for the 

customers 

 Require simple processes with 

minimum documentation 

 Expansion of branch network 

expensive and time taking 

 Low value and high volume 

transactions 

 

 

Table 2: Nature of Demand and Nature of Supply 

Source: ICICI Bank in Micro-finance  

 

The bank “saw a real opportunity in this area because many of the problems and risks with 

microfinance could be alleviated by the capital, expertise, scale, and reach of a major bank. By 
entering the microfinance field, ICICI has taken on the role of social mobilization as well as financial 

intermediation” (Prahalad, 2008, pp.295-296), which leads to established the micro-finance sector of 

ICICI bank.  

 
There is a widespread belief within ICICI “that the poor do pay for the services rendered to them and 

they ought to be viewed as consumers rather than passive beneficiaries.” With this idea engrained as a 

core belief, ICICI Bank has focused its resources and creative thinking toward innovatively serving 
the people from poverty background (Prahalad, 2008, p.290). 

 

Besides, ICICI also outlined three strategic goals for its micro-financial service First, increase banking 
penetration in rural areas through innovative ways of defining distribution points. Then prepare rather 
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than react to the increasingly important rural market and support the downtrodden as a good corporate 

citizen. All these goals were aimed toward enabling the poorest of the poor (Prahalad, 2008, p.294). 
However, at ICICI bank there is no official leader in this issue, but it is from the bank consensuses. As 

mentioned earlier the bank objective is to play the proactive role in India social economic situation. K. 

V. Kamath, CEO and Managing Director of ICICI Bank (2003), stressed that ICICI “wants to lend in 

a sustainable way to rural India” (Prahalad, 2008, p.292).  The ICICI group is working towards to 
meeting the need of customers. From tradition loans model, it is not viable for large-scale delivery of 

financial service to the poor, especially in rural areas.   

 
Also with Chanda Kochhar, Executive Director of ICICI Bank (2003), “ In the true ICICI style, we 

said if we have now acquired this initiative, let us see in what way we can actually make this initiative 

truly scalable” (Prahalad, 2008, p.292). Chandar also said that “ICICI is actually seeing now the rural 
economic and the entire rural area as being the next future engine for growth” (Prahalad, 2008, part III 

CD). ICICI bank sees huge opportunity to helping the rural economic lift up the bottom of the poor to 

improve the country economic and also makes a benefit to the bank too.  

 

 

4.2.2 Innovation process o Micro-financial Services in India 
 

 Since the scale and the significant of the micro-financial services between GB and ICICI are 
difference, the Grameen bank is found for solving poverty problem while but micro-financial services 

is only a small sectors of ICICI bank, we will capture only the innovation process from staffs in the 

SHGs model of ICICI bank.  
 

 

4.2.2.1 Innovation process succeed from staff 
 

ICICI bank uses slightly different micro-credit system from GB. It uses SHG structure as a 

tool to empower and decentralize their staff and their customer. As we mention before in ICICI 

model, SSC consists of half customers and half bank employees. Even these customers are not 
considered to be official employees of the bank, but rather like contracted agents that perform a very 

particular function, they will look after their SHG as if they are the real employee. 

 
Besides, they also report the information about their SHG branches back to the project manager, 

which is the bank employee. The SSC evaluation process will determine by the financial performance 

of SHGs that they create in their SHGs branch. 

 
ICICI bank uses the SHG or Self-help group program as opportunity to reach profitability and 

increase the number of their borrowers in the same time, which is the innovation process of ICICI to 

reduce the cost of their staff. It's mean ICICI use their customers manage and expand themselves by 
not increase the cost from bank (Changnak et al., 2009, p.3). 

 

 

4.2.3 Innovation approach of micro-financing service in ICICI bank 
 

According to Duggal et al. (2002), “Of the 428 million deposit bank accounts in India, 30% 

are in the rural areas. With a rural population of 741.6 million, the rural penetration of banks … is as 

low as 18%” (Prahalad, 2008, p.295). Therefore, there should be some institution that takes part in 

these huge opportunities. 
 

India also has instituted policies to address the rural poor due to the traditionally ineffective banking 

penetration. There are many microfinance institutions in India. However, most of these institutions 
were struggling to turn profits and sustains because they were used to working as donor-funded and 
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supported institutions. These microfinance institutions were experiencing low savings to credit ratios, 

liquidity problems, high capacity-building costs and general inefficiencies (Prahalad, 2008, p.296). 
 

The actual customer involvement in the innovation process of micro-credit is not like other 

microfinance institutions that we mentioned before. As the term of microfinance is mean the financial 

credit to the people that no-credit to grant any loans from formal bank, ICICI bank let their customer 
(people from poverty background) involve in this system. ICICI used the Self-Help Group model to 

create SSC, which is a model that consists of half customer and half employee, as an innovative 

approach in their microfinance system. 
 

Moreover, in the future ICICI bank will offer many programs that concern about their customer. First 

of all, ICICI will place ATM machine in the kiosks and would be installed a mobile ATM. With the 
mobile ATM, ICICI could serve a number of villages with limited capital outlay. In addition, 

Insurance is another product ICICI bank will investigate for the poor. By utilizing insurance to 

manage risk and counter structural, market and life-cycle related risks, ICICI can help to create more 

of a stable life for the poor (Prahalad, 2008, pp.313-314).   
 

 

4.2.4 ICICI Bank support for woman and rural borrowers 
  

According to Chanda Kochhar, the Executive Director of Retail Banking at ICICI, there is the 
stories of women who rarely stepped out of their homes before joining the SHG. Through working 

with their peers, they gained such a degree of confidence and esteem that they were debating with 

local politicians. The group also focuses on literacy training (Prahalad, 2008, p.305). 
 

Besides, far from just creating a financial partnership with the women involved with the SHGs, ICICI 

Bank also sponsors additional activities and annual events that celebrate the progress of their direct 

access, bank-led model. A yearly celebration called Women‟s Day is held each spring. In this event, 
ICICI awards 5,000 rupees (US$100) to the group with the highest literacy rate (Prahalad, 2008, 

p.307). 

 
 

4.3 Disadvantages of micro-financial services (from around the world) 

on entrepreneurship  
 

In this section we will provide the information about disadvantage of microfinance system. 
Not only GB and ICICI bank but also other organizations that provide microfinance service will be 

address too. 

 

In India, there is a program called The Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP). In short, IRPD 
is a rural development program of the Government of India. It is a self-employment program intended 

to raise the income-generation capacity of target groups among the poor. The aim is to raise recipients 

above the poverty line by providing substantial opportunities. There are many studies that mentioned 
about disadvantage of this program. Goswami made a study on associated problems of IRDP in its 

implementation in the State of Assam in 1986 (Goswami, P.C., 1986).  

 

The various shortcomings of the program as identified by him were the political biasness in the 
selection of beneficiaries, lack of involvement of the officers in the program due to their urban bias, 

absence of horizontal and vertical integration among and within the various implementing agencies, 

lack of supervision and follow-up action, inertia and immobility of the people, delay, red tapism and 
corruption in disbursement of funds etc (Goswami, P.C., 1986). 
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Indira Hirway made a study in four selected villages in Gujarat (a state in western India). She found 
55-75 per cent of the beneficiaries selected for getting assistance belonging to non-poor group. The 

program accentuated inequalities among the people in the villages (Hirway, 1984).  

 

Another survey was conducted by Jean Dreze during 1983-84 in Uttar Pradesh (located in the 
northern part of India). This survey revealed that poor households were largely excluded from the 

IRDP assistance. The reasons for low involvement of the poor in IRDP were identified by him as 

follows:  
 

1. the poor were at a disadvantage in the competition for institutional loans; they were not well placed 

to pay large bribes, fill complicated forms, and were unable to influence the village headman and find 
themselves „guarantors‟(Dreze, 1990).    

2. The bank officials themselves were often reluctant to deal with poor borrowers due to risk factors 

(Dreze, 1990).    

3. Surprisingly poor had a lack of interest for the program because they were afraid of being cheated 
or of not being able to repay. Besides poor people, the other categories of excluded people from credit 

assistance were landless laborers and households without adult male members (Dreze, 1990).    

 
When we determined that a person is “poor”, there are many factors that we have to think about, such 

as, income, equity, well-being and etc. As mentioned earlier about micro-financial service in 

Thailand, the impact of micro credit schemes on the “poorest of the poor” seems to suggest that this 
service benefit the richer segment of the poor since there are lots of corruptions. Besides, some 

members lent the money out at higher interest rates. 

 

Furthermore, as we known the main problem is because the people who are really poor may not have 
an access to the bank, they lived in such a difference world. Beside, the microfinance organization 

can‟t access to these people either.  

 
However, most micro-financial services are using a group system (GB uses Grameen model and 

ICICI uses self-help groups), which let their borrowers take care of each other by themselves. This is 

quite a good solution for the bank to access its customers. Still this system is a benefit for the 

borrowers since they finally found the path to access the loan money and earn a better income.  
 

Unfortunately, as a group system, it is mandatory to have often meeting. This is bad for impoverished 

people because they do not have much money to afford for travelling to the meeting. The result of 
attending the meeting often-is lack profitable investment opportunities to make their life better. Apart 

from this often meeting, more disadvantages of system from GB and ICICI model have been found.  

These advantages were summarized and shown in Table 3. 
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Disadvantages 

 

 

Self-help group (ICICI) 

 

 

Grameen groups 

 

 
 

For clients 

 

• Need management skills and time 
• Depend on good accounts 

• Can be captured internally or 

externally 

• Cash may not be secure 

 

• Must meet frequently 
• Little freedom or flexibility 

• Group composition not wholly 

under members‟ control 

• Pressure to borrow 
 

 

 
 

 

 

For banks 

 

• Hard to monitor 
• May be tempted by other banks or 

by politicians 

• Slow to develop 

• May form own federations 
• MIS more complex 

• Need NGOs or highly committed 

staff to develop groups 

 

• Higher transaction costs 
• Need continuous guidance and 

presence 

• Need dedicated system 

• Hard to evolve and change 

 

Table 3: Summary of the cons of the SHG and the Grameen systems adapted from summary of the 

pros and cons of the SHG and the Grameen system 
Source: Harper, 2002, p.22 

 

Both models have difference disadvantages for client and for the bank itself. For instance, SHG model 
has SSC to take care the borrower while GB has to provide continuous guidance. Besides, GB‟s 

borrowers also face the problem about the freedom and flexibility of the money. On the other hand, 

ICICI bank, SHG model is hard to be monitor since it does not have bank staff to observe closely as 
well. 

 

To sum up, there are many points that can be disadvantage of this service. Therefore, the model 

should be developed for better performance and create more positive impact to the poverty, in order to 
increase the economical base of the country from the bottom of society. 

 

At this point, both theoretical and empirical data has been mentioned. In the next section, results and 
analysis will be provided. These will lead to the answers of research question and sub-questions.  
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5. Results and analysis  
 

5.1 Impact of micro-financial services on entrepreneurship, 

comparison between micro-financial banks and conventional banks 
 

 According to our empirical study about the innovation process of micro-financial institutions 
or MFIs, we have found that the innovation process of MFIs has created more positive impact on 

entrepreneurship than conventional banks by using free-collateral system, door step method, flexible 

repayment, fix interest, and reduce uncertainty and risk. However, this impact focuses only on 
entrepreneurship in the poverty area.  

  

First of all, innovation process of MFIs has created an opportunity for entrepreneur from poverty 

background to access source of fund. This opportunity could not been create from conventional banks 

because they require collateral. In the conventional bank, “screening borrowers is a widely 

activity”(Peterson and Bohman, 2008, p.325). And they also look at what has already been acquired 
by a person. But Grameen Bank use no collateral system which “based on the belief that every human 

being is able to help herself, he started by providing microfinance, convinced that offering small loans 

would enable borrowers either to establish a small business or to grow and expand an existing 

business” (Mair and Schoen, 2007, p.60). 
 

Second of all, this opportunity could not been create from conventional banks because they always 

locate in the business area, and they also owned by the rich, generally men (Grameen, 2009). So they 
care and focus business people. But MFIs own by poor people and focus on poor people Grameen 

bank realized that their female clients are too poor to travel to the bank. In order to reach every 

borrowers at their door-step, Grameen Bank has opened lots of branches in the rural areas, because 
Yunus believe that “the bank should go to the people instead of people go to the bank” (Grameen, 

2009). 

 

Third of all, “under no circumstances total interest on a loan can exceed the amount of the loan, no 
matter how long the loan remains unrepaid. No interest is charged after the interest amount equals the 

principal” (Grameen, 2009). It has shown that the culture of general conventional banks, profit 

maximization, not even exist in GB 
 

Fourth of all, the extremely poor can get small loans at GB if they form groups of five people. Each 

member of the group receives an individual loan; however, they are mutually responsible for all five 

credits” (Hassan and Renteria-Guerrero, 1997, p.1489). That can reduce uncertainty and risk, 
uncertainty and risk is the problem that entrepreneur has ability to deal with (Penrose, 1995, pp.56-

64), but in conventional banks use the individual loan which may take more risk than group loaners.  

 
Last of all, as Yunus mentioned the bank believed that if a borrower gets into trouble and cannot pay 

back her loan, it is bank responsibility to help them by going back and fixing its policy. Thus most of 

the Grameen Bank‟s rules are very flexible so they can be adjusted to the requirements of the 
borrower (Changnak et al., 2009, p.3). With this culture and style, the repayment process of GB 

becomes very flexible. But conventional Banks when a borrower is taking more time in repaying the 

loan than it was agreed upon, the conventional banks will go into „punishment‟ process which they 

call these borrowers “defaulters” (Grameen, 2009). 
 

According to Bessant and Tidd (2007, p. 298), the general definition of entrepreneurship could be “a 

passion to change things” or “the introduction of new economic activity by an individual 
(entrepreneur) that leads to change in the marketplace. This change often refers to innovation (Zheng 

et al., 2009, p.89). Moreover, “if financial resources were made available to the poor at reasonable 

terms and conditions, the poor could generate productive employment without external assistance” 
(Sarker, 2001, p. 4). Referring to the definition above that if poor people get the chance to reach 
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credit, they all can be the entrepreneur. That is why MFIs have the positive impact on 

entrepreneurship than conventional banks.    
 

 

5.2 Impact of micro-financial services on female and rural borrower 

entrepreneur 
 

5.2.1 Impact in Bangladesh 
 
 According to our empirical study about the innovation process of micro-financial institutions 

or MFIs, we have found that the innovative micro-financial services on female and rural borrowers 

create more positive impact on entrepreneurship for by using free-collateral system, door step method, 
and empowerment women in Islamic country. However, this impact focuses only on entrepreneurship 

in the poverty area.  

 
First of all, Grameen give loans without any kind of collateral. This is because the collateral has been 

replaced by peer pressure and social sanctions. With this policy, “GB has been successful in 

overcoming the problems of informational asymmetry often found in rural financial markets” (Hassan 

and Renteria-Guerrero, 1997, p.1489).  
 

Second of all, the Grameen model was designed for women also because of another reason; women 

could help bringing more people out of poverty. According to Yunus (2008), "the money going to the 
family through women brought so much more benefit to the family than the same amount of money 

going to the family through men” (Parker, 2008). They could change the family and the society faster 

because they hardly go out of poverty alone without their families. Besides, in Bangladesh it is not 

easy or even impossible to reach women if you were men. This is because men are not even allowed 
to go and communicate with the women in the village (Grameen, 2009). Door step method is the right 

way to solve that problem.  

 
Third of all, empowerment women in Islamic country, the primary unit that could lend money from 

Grameen Bank is a group of 5 members, who are typically neighbors in the village (Sengupta and 

Aubuchon, 2008, p.12), that organize and apply for loan (Mustafa and Ismailov, 2008, p.18). “The 
extremely poor can get small loans at GB if they form groups of five people. Each member of the 

group receives an individual loan; however, they are mutually responsible for all five credits” (Hassan 

and Renteria-Guerrero, 1997, p.1489). So the group members can empower and encourage each 

member in the group.  
 

According to the theoretical, motivation (Burns, 2005, p.30), and trust (Brouwer, 2002, p.99) are the 

important factor to start business because that made people want to own their destiny, doing thing 

differently or being in a situation where they can fulfill their potential (Burns, 2005, p.21). That is 

matching the case in Bangladesh that the bank repeated asking village after village and person after 

person. It took a long time for a woman to believe that she can take money, use it or even earn it 

(Grameen, 2009) by herself.  

 

5.2.2 Impact in India 
 
 In this section, we will cover the matter of SHGs model that related to positive impact on, 

women and rural entrepreneurship. SHGs model will be used as example to describe it, since we use 

ICICI bank model from India as one of our empirical case study. 
 

As the over populated country, micro-financial services seem to be the stimulator of entrepreneurship 

in India. Apply the SHGs model to the poverty has create many positive impact on entrepreneurship. 
This model has election every year to promote to be a promoter and coordinator (see 3.6.4 ICIC SHGs 
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model). The election is one of the methods that create positive impact on entrepreneurship. It 

encourages every borrower to construct more productivity to their branch.  
 

The positive impact on Trust in entrepreneurship is also significance. ICICI used the doorstep banking 

method to reach their borrowers, the structure of SHGs model is let the borrowers take charge in 

system by using SSC. ICICI builds the trust of borrowers from bottom up, by use the election process. 
Which in our opinion, it is the route that ICICI are encourage and empowerment women for create 

self motivated of their borrowers. Person who elected understand the village culture because they are 

part of it, speak the language of the groups that they deal with. It is create the positive impact of trust 
to entrepreneurship both the person who elected and the members in their branch. 

 

SHGs model also apply the organization learning issue to improve the microfinance model, it use 
election process to learn the knowledge from their customer to improve their services. And the result 

is the happier of borrowers. 

 

Moreover, the issue that we think it is truly creates positive impact on female and rural entrepreneur is 
“Need for achievement”. The aim of MFIs is not earn more profit from the poverty; it is to improve 

the economic situation from the bottom of society. As the bottom of society, the poorest of the poor, 

they know that they want to improve their quality of life. They need to achieve something and get out 
of their poverty situation. They have potential to do, they strive for it. All they need is opportunity, the 

chance to earn some to get some. And the SHGs model is one of the solution, it reduce the failure rate 

by create and 20 borrowers term. Let them look after each other to achievement their target to live 
better and get out of the poverty background together with their companion. 

 

 

5.3 Disadvantages of micro-financial services  
 

The purpose of this part is to reveal the cons of micro-finance system in order to encourage 

and develop the next generation of micro-finance model. Briefly, we will describe several 

perspectives which we found it is interesting to adapt/improve from the model in present. Plus it may 
create the negative impact on entrepreneurship. The MFIs that we mentioned in this part are not 

namely specific. We will categorize this in two parts, first, the disadvantage that occurred from micro-

finance by itself, second, the disadvantage from other external factors. 
 

 

5.3.1 The disadvantage from micro-finance system 
 

As the main target group of micro-finance services is the people from poverty background. If we look 

from our perspective that the micro-financial services will create a positive impact on 
entrepreneurship .Unfortunately, some of the bank officials themselves were often reluctant to deal 

with poor borrowers due to the risk factors that bank see poor borrowers are insufficiencies 

qualifications to pay back the loans.  

 
On the other hand, the poor had lack of interest in micro-finance, because they were afraid of not 

being to repay. As usual if you are very poor, you will know yours limit of loans. These create 

negative impact on entrepreneurship by trust issue. If MFIs did not trust them so why they have to use 
this micro-finance services? And it might leads to zero productive in that area. 

 

Most MFIs applied group lending system to poverty borrowers, it is mean borrowers form a group by 
self-selected, they have to promise and monitor each other. This system will use peer-pressure to 

monitor and helps screen and selective good borrowers from bad ones to guarantee repayments, which 

it will be costly for the bank to accomplish it.  
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The problem is, this has led to acrimony, violence and the worst case is suicide (due to many factors 

such as, too-much pressure from other members in group). This create negative impact on 
entrepreneurship in relationship and network issue, to develop their relation with their customers and 

suppliers, when people who fighting against poverty have to face this much of pressure by their own 

companion. Also, the group will face the problem associated with common ownership since group 

system share ownership, this also impact on a locus of control, when one person want to have external 
control but it stuck, one person cannot do anything by himself since it is a share ownership system. 

 

As the group lending system, if system can find a better solution to reduce this transaction cost, it will 
be good for poor borrowers since the group have to attend meeting often. Instead of meeting they can 

save the money and use it in other creative way for their business idea.  

 
Also, this system has negative effect to micro-finance services provider too. In every business is need 

liquidity, the bank system have to store amount of money to provide services, problem is that money 

gets recycled, as people borrow at subsidized rates to repay olden loans. Money circulates from 

“good” lenders to “bad” lenders.  
 

Moreover, the interest rate ceiling is also the factor that MFIs should concern too, since there are 

many costs that the organizations have to bear. However, it should not be too high since a micro-
financial service is meant for the economically weak. Helms and Reille (2004) and Fernando (2006) 

argue that, “interest rate ceilings are not likely to be a solution to these concerns of the policy makers. 

This is because they will retard the long term growth of availability of credit for borrowers. Therefore, 
the micro-finance services provider need to look at innovative ways to reduce costs, which could 

result in interest rates coming down in a suitable manner” (Shankar, 2007, p.1332).  Both of this, 

effect the micro-finance services provider in term of cash flow circular and the operation cost, and 

MFIs have to concern about it. 
 

 

5.3.2 The disadvantage from external factor 
 

 To answer the question about negative impact of micro-finance services on entrepreneurship, 
we have to look from perspective of the external factor too. 

 

According from Penrose (1995, pp.35-41), the quality of entrepreneurial services from poverty 

entrepreneur might not sufficiency to manage their business since they are in rural areas, which may 
lack of education, ability and experience. This problem may lead to failure business. 

 

There are some areas that not suit with micro-finance services.  Rural markets have a limited capacity 
to absorb new products. These markets relatively saturate quickly with current goods and services. 

Poor entrepreneurs are often not able to trade their goods and services in urban centers because of 

their limited funds. When MFIs lend their services in the low or none economic activity area, then it is 
worthless to give poor entrepreneur money while there is no transaction in that area since the market 

is saturated. Later on, borrowers cannot find the way to repay it. In addition, There are some areas that 

micro-finance cannot implement there. Because of these areas is not use money for exchange things. 

 
Culture differentiation also is the cause of negative impact on entrepreneurship, many places that can 

apply micro-finance services is difference. There is barrier in each area of the world for example, 

some areas has culture that female cannot afford anything. According from our interview, there is 
some female that said “I will borrower money for support my husband business”. In some term is 

good for support her husband business, but is it the sufficiency way? The service is loan by group 

system but one of member depend other person to pay money back. Then the micro-finance service 
has to adapt their regulation since it creates negative impact on entrepreneurship in self motivation 

and need for independence. There is no motivation if the borrower does not use money in 

entrepreneurial activity, which might lead to zero rate of new entrepreneur. 
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In some case, some borrowers are use money in agriculture activity, the problem is the weather does 

not always right. The crop may failure due to bad weather condition, the borrowers will not afford to 
pay back. 

 

Beside, the social problem, some cases are shown that the money does not access to “the poorest of 

the poor”. It seems to benefit the richest segment of the poor since it has many corruptions and some 
members lent the money out to others at higher interest rates. We believe this problem create the most 

negative impact on entrepreneurship since it has reduce the opportunity of the poor to have a chance 

to establish their own business (it block the entrepreneurial activity since the early stage). 
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6. An idea of a micro-financial model for Thailand 
 

 As mentioned earlier that proposing a suitable model for micro-financial service in Thailand 

is also one of the purpose of this graduation project. Thus, in this section we will discuss about an idea 

of Thai micro-financial model, which will also be further improvement of existed Thai micro-

financial model like Million Baht Village Fund or Thailand Village and Urban Revolving Fund (VRF) 
including the successful model of the Grameen bank. 

 

Nevertheless, before discussing about the improvement, the comparison of significant concepts 
between GB and VRF, such as, strategy, principle of the organization, lending method, amount of 

loan including mission and vision, between the Grameen bank and the Thai Village Fund will be 

presented in the table below. 
 

Topic GB VRF 

Strategy Bottom up or small to big Top down and focus on quantity (for 

political hidden agenda ) 

Principle of the 
organization 

Saving and giving loaning are as 
important as each other (issue base) 

Distributing the loans to the target area, 
the villages and communities (area 

base) 

Lending method 5 self- selected members come to loan 

in group and these members take 
control of each other if  one of member 

cannot pay back the rest of group 

members cannot grant new loan 

The committee of village fund arrange 

meeting, distribute money, monitor 
problem and solve problem under the 

control of developers. 

Amount of loan Small, for example, 100 TK per beggar 
(60 Baht), and 1000-2000 TK for 

housewife (600-1200 Baht) 

Large, approximately 10,0000-20,000 
Baht per person 

Mission and 
Vision 

Create organizations that can survive 
without support from donors, 

government or other organizations and 

help people in rural area through 

micro-financial service that emphasizes 
on self-reliance. 

Village fund is independence and act as 
juristic person that could be responsible 

for its organization.  

 

*approximately 95.60 TK = 1€ (currency on May 26, 2009) 
*approximately 47.70 Baht = 1€ (currency on June 5, 2009) 

 

 

 Table 4: Comparison between the Grameen bank and Thailand Village and Urban Revolving 
Fund translated and adapted from table 1: Comparison of the interesting points 

 Source: Ketsuwan, 2007   

 
 

As shown in table 4, the strategy and amount of loan between GB and VRF are opposite since GB 

uses the bottom up strategy and gives small amount of loan while VRF uses the top down strategy 
with the large amount of loan. 

 

In our point of view, the bottom up might be a more sustainable strategy than the top down one 

because as mentioned in the background that the rich members of the VRF become committee 
members (president, vice president, and treasurer) and use their power to borrow significantly more. 

Then they lent the money out at higher interest rates. Thus the loans do not work as it was designed to 

work. 
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To solve this problem, we propose that the new model should use the bottom up strategy and let the 
impoverished people be part of the committee or the management team of the service. Then the 

government can supervise them through the local scholar. This might mean that the government has to 

organize some workshop for the members at the start-up period. Then they know how to manage the 

loans and also the MFIs.  
 

Besides, we propose that the amount of loan in the new model should be smaller because most of Thai 

impoverished people are illiteracy and lack of education so they do not know how to manage lots of 
money. Thus, they rather spend money on luxury and unnecessary stuffs than start small business of 

their own. In this case, the agreement between the fund and the borrowers may have to include some 

kind of workshop or regular meeting as an obligation that the borrowers could not avoid.  
 

In this workshop or meeting, the idea about self-reliance and self-employment should be stressed 

since it is the sustainable way to bring impoverished out of poverty. Successful borrowers should also 

be praised by the fund and help empowering others borrowers. We think it is important to include 
work shop and meeting into the model because the existed model only gave the loans without 

suggestion or recommendation. Thus, it became a short term solution that does not really help getting 

rid of poverty. 
 

We also propose that the new model should be part of governmental banks instead of being an 

independent organization since it is easier for the government to supervise and support this service. 
The governmental banks, which the new model could be established, are Government Saving Bank, 

SME Bank, Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives, Government Housing Bank. 

Nevertheless, since we propose that impoverished people should be part of the committee or the 

management team, the new model might consist of half borrowers and half bank staffs, which is same 
method as ICICI bank.  

 

The most important change that should be added to the new model is the collateral free system. As 
mentioned earlier in the background that members of VRF are selected by the information of land 

holdings, which is kind of collateral. Therefore it is impossible that the poorest of the poor will be 

able to get this money since they have no collateral. To solve this problem and reach the poorest of 

the poor, we propose that collateral free system should be added to the new model.  
 

Giving the loan without collateral should be risk for the banks. Thus, we propose that the banks 

should have a standard for the amount of the first loan. If the performance of the borrowers turns out 
to be good, such as, on time payment or business running well, then the bank can reconsider about 

giving more money. 

 
However, there must be a system to screen people, who are not really poor, but pretend to be poor 

because they would like obtain this loan. Figure below shows the proposed about of micro-financial 

services in Thailand, which provide by the government and distributed through the governmental 

banks. 
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Figure 4: Suggestion Model for Thailand 

 

 

According to figure 4, these banks are appropriated distributors because most of them target people in 

the rural area thus they already have branches in the rural area where most of impoverished people 

live. Then it is easier for poor people can reach the bank. Nevertheless, we also propose that the new 
model should include the door-step method at least as an experiment since Thai impoverished people 

are same with the poor in Bangladesh in a way that they could not afford the cost of travelling to the 

bank.  
 

If the door-step method works well, we propose that the bank could maintain the relationship with the 

borrowers with the mobile bank, the bank in the bus, instead and visit at the door-step monthly. This 
is because the borrowers have already known the bank so the banks do not have to spend lots of time 

with the borrowers as at the start-up period. With this mobile bank, the bank might be able to reach 

and help more impoverished people.  

The door-step method might also help building trust between the bank and the borrowers, which is 
good in the long run because trust is important in Thai society. Once the borrowers start to trust the 

banks, it is easily for the government to supervise or suggest them through the staffs of the bank. 

Besides, the bank could also launch the mobile bank  
 

Lastly, we propose that the new model should also help stimulating the transaction activities, such as, 

creating new market need for borrowers, who just become entrepreneur, since it helps sustaining their 
business. The banks may not have to organize all activities by themselves, but just work as 

coordinators between the borrowers and the government by reporting the need of the borrowers. 
 

In summary, the new idea of a micro-financial model that we propose for Thailand is mainly the 

improvement of the existed Thai model since we want it to be practical for real implementation. Only 
minor changes, such as, door-step method, mobile bank, meeting and empowerment, standard for the 

first loan and stimulation of transaction activities, have been added. Nevertheless, this model is only 

the rough proposal, for the real implementation deeper studies should be conducted. 

  

Micro-Credit  

Government 

Government 

Saving Bank 

SME Bank Bank for Agriculture  

and Agricultural  

Cooperatives 

Government Housing Bank 

People   People People       People 

         No collateral 
         No collateral 

         No collateral 
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7. Discussion and Conclusion  
 

 Innovation process from empirical case study, GB and ICICI, are using the innovation 

strategies not only to provide the credit to poverty, but also give the financial security to them too. In 

management style and organization structure, it has shown that both banks use decentralized 
administrative system and also let their borrowers take charge in managing and controlling the 

services. These management style and organization structure are sustainability way in poverty 

problem solving since the borrowers will be self-reliance. 
 

The empirical data has also shown that both MFIs gain benefit from the customer. At this point, it is 

clear that MFIs let their customers get involve in their business and services. GB has changed its rules 
often to make them suit with the requirement of their borrowers, while ICICI let its customers help 

managing micro-financial services so the services become more efficient. 

 

Basically, the impacts of micro-financial services on entrepreneurship, which mainly occur, are to 
create more jobs opportunity, generate income to rural entrepreneur and let impoverished people 

depend on themselves. This is also the main target of micro-finance since it was designed for 

extending “small loans to very poor people for self-employment projects that generate income, 
allowing them to care for themselves and their families” (Perrini, 2006, p.34). 

 

There are many characteristics of entrepreneur that were impacted by micro-financial services. 

Entrepreneur able to gain trust and access to the source of fund from MFIs, expand their relationship 
with other entrepreneur in their group, gather information for dealing with uncertainty and risk, 

achieve better living standard and has independence in establishing the business that they want, which 

is the best motivation for entrepreneurs. 
 

Micro-financial services have not only the positive impacts on entrepreneurship, but also the negative 

impact. For example, the nature of group model forces entrepreneur to share ownership with others 
members in group. While this helps creating relationship, reducing uncertainty and risk, and etc., it 

may also create problems in ownership, such as, too much peer-pressure, and etc.  

 

Also with other disadvantages that might make micro-financial services fail. For instance, the credit 
does not reach to the one who really need it or reach the right one, but that person is still insufficient 

in the quality of entrepreneurial services for managing their businesses. Besides, the micro-financial 

services could limit economic activities in rural market and etc. 
 

 

7.1 Recommendations and Suggestions (for furthers research) 

 
In this section, we will discuss about recommendations and suggestions for furthers research. 

These include self-criticism about what should we have done if we could start this graduation project 

all over again. We think this self-criticism is important and should be included in this section then 

others researchers will not repeat the same mistakes.  
 

7.1.1 Self-criticism 
 

1). We should have gone to India and Bangladesh for conducting the interview with micro-financial 

bank staff and their rural customers by ourselves. We also want to have more interview samples in 

order to have enough data to apply the statistical analysis test for find the significant factor that effect 
the female and rural entrepreneur.  

 

2). If we could go back to the past and fix some mistake or wrong decision, we would have gone back 
to the time when our group decided to choose another bank to compare with the Grameen bank. We 

believe that this is one of the decisions that should have been fixed because ICICI Bank has too 
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limited data of micro-financial services. Thus, it is difficult to analyze the data and find the impact 

that it could cause on entrepreneurship.  
 

7.1.2 Recommendations and suggestions 
 

1). In the future, researchers, who have more time in collecting data and also more financial support, 

should go to conduct the research in Bangladesh and India since experience and investigate from the 

real location, where micro-financial services are exist, is the best way to obtain the data.   
 

2). In addition, it might be even better if the researchers could have an experience of applying for the 

loan and attending the group meeting of the borrowers. These experiences obtained through the 
“action research” (Fisher, 2004, p.34) would bring more understanding about the situation that the 

borrowers are being encouraged and motivated each other in order to become entrepreneurs in rural 

area. 
 

3). Conducting the research in other countries with others MFIs also let researchers gain more 

information about the micro-financial model since the others MFIs might also develop their models to 

suit with the context of those areas. Therefore, the impacts of different models in different area on 
entrepreneurship could be different. 
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Appendix I: Contact Mr. Barnevik via e-mail 
 

From: Kaveewat Maneechaimongkol [mailto:m_ravee@hotmail.com]  

Sent: den 7 april 2009 20:12 
To: HELPDESK Investor - All offices 

Subject: Request for interview with Mr. Percy N. Barnevik 

  

To whom it may concern, 
 

I'm a Master student  in International Business and Entrepreneurship and also Innovation at 

Malardalen University in Vasteras, Sweden. I would like to request for interview with Mr. 
Percy N. Barnevik since my thesis topic is about micro-loans and Mr. Barnevik's work can be 

the empirical case study for this topic. 

 
Regards, 

  

Kaveewat Maneechaimongkol 

 
 

Reply email from Mr. Barnevik 

From: e.marriott@btconnect.com 
To: m_ravee@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Request for interview with Mr. Percy N. Barnevik 

Date: Mon, 20 Apr 2009 17:48:49 +0100 
Dear Kaveewat, 

  

Thank you for your kind request for an interview with me.  However, due to my work load 

and heavy travel schedule I must unfortunately say no. 
  

I wish you good luck with your thesis. 

  
Best regards 

  

Percy Barnevik 
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Appendix II: Interview questions sent to Mr. S.M. Shafrul Hoque in Bangladesh 
 

 List of questions for the women who take loans from Grameen Bank 

 
1. Name of interviewee 

2. Age 

3. Address (Just name of the village or area that the interviewee is living) 

4. When did you start taking loan from Grameen Bank 
5. How much money did you get from the Bank 

6. What did you use this money for? (Please choose from these following choices. Can choose 

 more than one) 
a) Create your own business. If yes, what type of business? 

b) Supporting business that you already have. If yes, what type of business? 

c) Paying debt 
d) If you fail to pay debt, then what you do? 

e) Family education (your child) 

 

 List of questions for interviewer 
 

1. Name of the interviewer 

2. When did you make this interview? 
3. Where did you make this interview? 
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Appendix III: Example of questionnaire 
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Appendix IV: 16 Decisions from Grameen Bank 
       

1. We shall follow and advance the four principles of Grameen Bank --- Discipline, Unity, Courage 

and Hard work; in all walks of our lives. 
2. Prosperity we shall bring to our families. 

3. We shall not live in dilapidated houses. We shall repair our houses and work towards constructing 

new houses at the earliest. 

4. We shall grow vegetables all the year round. We shall eat plenty of them and sell the surplus. 
5. During the plantation seasons, we shall plant as many seedlings as possible. 

6. We shall plan to keep our families small. We shall minimize our expenditures. We shall look after 

our health. 
7. We shall educate our children and ensure that they can earn to pay for their education. 

8. We shall always keep our children and the environment clean. 

9. We shall build and use pit-latrines. 
10. We shall drink water from tube wells. If it is not available, we shall boil water or use alum.  

11. We shall not take any dowry at our sons' weddings, neither shall we give any dowry at our 

daughter‟s wedding. We shall keep our centre free from the curse of dowry. We shall not practice 

child marriage. 
12. We shall not inflict any injustice on anyone, neither shall we allow anyone to do so. 

13. We shall collectively undertake bigger investments for higher incomes. 

14. We shall always be ready to help each other. If anyone is in difficulty, we shall all help him or her. 
15. If we come to know of any breach of discipline in any centre, we shall all go there and help restore 

discipline. 

16. We shall take part in all social activities collectively. 
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Appendix V: 10 Indicators of Grameen Bank 
 

A member is considered to have moved out of poverty if her family fulfills the following criteria:   

1. 
  

The family lives in a house worth at least Tk. 25,000 (twenty five thousand) or a house with a 

tin roof, and each member of the family is able to sleep on bed instead of on the floor.   

  2.  
  

Family members drink pure water of tube-wells, boiled water or water purified by using alum, 

arsenic-free, purifying tablets or pitcher filters. 

  3.  
  

All children in the family over six years of age are all going to school or finished primary 

school. 

 4.   Minimum weekly loan installment of the borrower is Tk. 200 or more. 

  5.   Family uses sanitary latrine. 

  6. 
  

Family members have adequate clothing for everyday use, warm clothing for winter, such as 

shawls, sweaters, blankets, etc, and mosquito-nets to protect themselves from mosquitoes. 

  7.  
  

Family has sources of additional income, such as vegetable garden, fruit-bearing trees, etc, so 

that they are able to fall back on these sources of income when they need additional money. 

  8.    The borrower maintains an average annual balance of Tk. 5,000 in her savings accounts. 

  9. 
  

Family experiences no difficulty in having three square meals a day throughout the year, i. e. 

no member of the family goes hungry any time of the year. 

 10.  
  

Family can take care of the health. If any member of the family falls ill, family can afford to 

take all necessary steps to seek adequate healthcare.  
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Appendix VI: Contact Mr. Sunil for interview about ICICI Bank 
 

Re: Please sir 
From: Sunil Puliyakot (s_puliyakot@ettimadai.amrita.edu)  

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2009 3:32:44 AM 

To:  Tharinee Thiranont (tharinee_th@hotmail.com) 

Cc:  Sanjay Banerji (s_banerji@amrita.edu) 
Dear Tharinee, 

  

I was trying to contact an officer in a local bank, who works in the microfinance section. I was not 
able to reach through to him last week. Hence the dalay in getting response to your questionnire.  

  

If you are looking for a response from me, I can give you any time. But, the impression I get your 
questionnire is that it is framed for a field functionary. 

  

Please revert on this. 

  
Thanks & warm regards 

Sunil 

 
From: Tharinee Thiranont 

To: s_puliyakot@ettimadai.amrita.edu  

Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2009 4:19 PM 
Subject: Please sir 

 

Dear sir, 

  
           I would like to ask you about the preliminary research question that I send it to you since Apr 

18, 2009. Did you get that? Please sir, please give me your feedback because I really want to get your 

answer for the interview.  
  

P.S. Please do not hesitate to contact me back if you have any question.  

  

Best Regards, 
  

Tharinee T. 

           

mailto:s_puliyakot@ettimadai.amrita.edu

